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ABSTRACT
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Molecular

dynamics

(MD)

is

a

technique

that

involves

computational

simulations of physical movement of atoms from a single lipid molecule to
complex

biological

protein-membrane

mimetic

systems.

With

the

fast

advancing in computing power in recent years, bigger, more detailed and
complex systems are allowed to perform on a much longer timescale. The
interactions between proteins, ions and lipids inside a cell are vital for its
function. Thus, this thesis focuses on investigating protein dynamics and
functions in different lipid bilayer environment and system compositions.
Coarse-grained and atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have been used
to model biological systems both in bacterial and mammalian cells. The impact
of lipid environment on the orientation of a short α-helical peptide, the fukutin
transmembrane domain, from the protein fukutin, which is located in the Golgi
membrane, is investigated. In particular, coarse-grained simulations are used
to probe the tilt angle and oligomerisation state of fukutin transmembrane
domain in different types of lipid bilayers. Furthermore, atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations were used to identify interactions between the dimer
formed from two fukutin transmembrane domains.

The Multidrug and Toxic compound Extrusion (MATE) transporter are
simulated in atomistic detail to identify the importance of protein-ion
interactions, which plays a key role in its conformational change leading to
substrate/drug extrusion from the bacteria inner membrane. Lastly, a novel
method called inverted-topology repeats method is employed to construct an
inward-facing model of a MATE transporter from the X-ray crystal structure of
NorM_VC.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

Properties of lipid membranes and effects on protein
functions

The lipid bilayer is the fundamental component of the cell membrane in almost
all living organisms and viruses. The main functions of a lipid bilayer are to act
as a barrier to encapsulate the cell contents and compartmentalising different
organelles within the cell [1]. The hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer is the
main attribute to stop polar/hydrophilic substances, e.g. ions or water
molecules to enter the cell. However, it is crucial for a cell to sustain a stable
intracellular chemical composition, this prevention causes problems to cell-tocell communication and recognition, extrusion of harmful substances within a
cell and uptake of nutrients from the extracellular milieu. To overcome these
difficulties, cells have developed advanced transport mechanisms to transport
molecules across lipid bilayers.

A lipid bilayer can be made from one or multiple types of lipid molecules.
Indeed, biological membranes are made from several different types of lipids
[2]. The diversity in these lipid structures allows a wide spectrum of chemical
and physical properties for the lipid membrane to modulate membrane protein
functions and behaviours. One apparent example is that different lipid head
groups will be of different sizes, thus the hydration of a phosphatidylcholine
(PC) bilayer and a phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) bilayer will be very different.
Indeed, a single PC lipid head group can take up more than twice the amount
of water molecules than that of a single PE lipid [3, 4]. Differences in the
hydration, area occupied by lipids and in the head group region of bilayer, can
lead to a different pattern of the hydrogen bonding between peptide, water
and lipid, and hence determine the secondary structure formed by peptides in
this region [5]. The photo activation of rhodopsin is a perfect example to
demonstrate the effect of lipid head group region on protein function. GLU134
of the protein is located near the head group region of lipid bilayer [6], and
upon activation of rhodopsin to form the intermediate metarhodpsin II,
GLU134 becomes protonated [7]. As a result, the head group region of lipid
1

bilayer that can alter the protonation of GLU134 can play a major role in
affecting the photo activation of rhodopsin.

The concentration of polar molecules or ions on the surface of a lipid bilayer
can affect the protein function. The negatively charged lipid head groups will
increase the concentration of positively charged molecules or ion near the
surface of bilayer and vice versa. A previous study showed that the helix 8 of
rhodopsin acts as a membrane-dependent conformational switch, with the
helix in an α-helical conformation if placed in a phosphatidylserine (PS) lipid
bilayer [8]. In addition, the same study suggested this helix changes structure
when

rhodopsin

is

photo

activated

to

metarhodopsin

II.

This

result

demonstrated that various types of lipid structure can influence the structures
adopted by the helix 8 of rhodopsin and ultimately affecting its function.

Hydrophobic thickness is another important property of a lipid bilayer. It is
believed, in the case of hydrophobic mismatch between the lipid bilayer and
protein, lipids can accommodate the difference in the length of hydrophobic
thickness by stretching and compression to the lipid acyl chains [6]. In the case
of extreme mismatch, the protein could be expelled from the bilayer
completely [9]. In terms of protein function, the thickness of a lipid bilayer also
plays a crucial role. One example is that the activity of Ca2+ -ATPase from
skeletal

muscle

of

scarcoplasmic

reticulum,

such

as

the

rates

of

phosphorylation and dephosporylation, was shown to be dependent on the
hydrophobic thickness of the surrounding lipid bilayer [10-12].

The composition of lipid membranes plays an important role on membrane
protein functions [13, 14]. Different lipid compartments of a mixed lipid
bilayer vary in thickness of the hydrophobic region and curvature of the bilayer
[15], which can affect the specific protein-lipid interactions arise from polar
interactions arise from the charged amino acid residues of the protein near the
lipid head group region with the phosphate/polar head groups of the lipid
bilayer and also the hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic amino
acids of protein and the bilayer hydrophobic core [14]. In the case of
2
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hydrophobic mismatch, which is known as the difference between the
thickness of the hydrophobic regions of lipids and proteins, the protein
dynamics and function can be altered inside the membrane [14, 16]. A study
on Gramicidin A (gA), a 15-residue β helical peptide, which is known to form
ion-conducting channels in lipid bilayers. Molecular dynamics simulations were
carried out and they showed gA loss the ability to form the ion channel when it
is placed in a bilayer with an increase in the hydrophobic thickness from ~2.5
nm to ~4 nm [17]. The channel activity is retained by 4 tryptophan residues in
the C-terminus interacting with the lipids in the hydrophobic/hydrophilic
interface of the membrane. The loss of the channel was due to that in the
increase

of

hydrophobic

phenylalanine

or

tyrosine

thickness,
replace

other
the

aromatic

tryptophan

residues

such

as

interacting

at

the

hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface of the bilayer, and this caused gA to change
conformation into a conformation that the ion-conducting channel is closed
[18].

At different temperatures, lipid bilayers can undergo a range of structural
transitions. Indeed, a gel phase will be formed by a lipid bilayer at low
temperature. At higher temperature, the bilayer will transform into a liquiddisordered state. The temperature at which the bilayer transforms from gellike to liquid-disordered state is called the phase transition temperature. As
mentioned above, a lipid membrane does not necessarily composed of just one
type of lipid and, in reality, plasma membranes and bacterial membranes
consist of a mixture of various types of lipid molecules. This heterogeneity in
membranes, with distinctive phase transition temperature to each lipid,
increases the complexity of bilayers and can result in drastic changes to the
membrane behaviours. In case of changing temperature, membranes with a
number of different types of lipid molecules form phase-separated domains.
An example of this is cholesterol-enriched gel domains, called lipid rafts and it
has been suggested that they can participate in certain cell signalling
processes [19].

3

1.2

Membrane protein and transmembrane domains

1.2.1

Membrane proteins

It is estimated that ~25% of all genes in most genomes encode membrane
proteins [20]. Membrane proteins are distinguished into two types, integral
and peripheral membrane proteins. Integral membrane proteins are normally
membrane-spanning proteins that contain hydrophobic side chains interacting
with lipid acyl chains for stabilisation of protein in the lipid membrane. As for
peripheral membrane proteins, they usually form interactions with integral
membrane proteins or lipid head groups in order to anchor itself to the lipid
membrane [21].
In Gram-negative bacteria, the main protein family to exist in the inner
membrane is the multidrug transporter family [22-24]. These are membranespanning proteins, classified as efflux pumps, which extrude polar molecules
or

substrates,

such

as

antimicrobial

drugs,

out

of

the

cell

using

electrochemical gradient of protons or cations across the membrane. However,
one of the multidrug transporter families, the ATP-binding cassette family,
uses the hydrolysis of ATP as a source of energy to extrude drugs [25]. The
ability of extruding drugs from the cell has contributed to multidrug resistance
and is therefore extremely important from a biomedical prospective [26]. Thus,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (primarily in Chapter 4) were used to
probe the ion-binding and drug interactions with a protein, called NorM, from
the multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) family, to see the effects
of these interaction upon the conformation change to the protein structure
that could ultimately lead to substrate/drug extrusion from the cell.

1.2.2

Transmembrane domains

These transmembrane domains are known to be a short single membranespanning peptide. They are mainly found as α-helices, but in bacteria and
mitochondria, they appear as β-sheets. (Figure 1). These transmembrane
helices (TM) are usually 20-23 amino acid residues in length, highly
hydrophobic and possibly enriched with aromatic residues [27]. These
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transmembrane domains are thought to be responsible for the correct
localisation of protein within cell organelle such as Golgi apparatus (GA), which
is important for retention of the correct protein functions. In Chapter 3, a short
membrane-spanning peptide, known as the transmembrane domain of a
human Golgi-located glycosyltransferase called fukutin, is investigated. Results
from MD simulations showed insight into the structure stability, orientation
and

oligomerisation

of

this

transmembrane

domain

in

a

dilauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC) lipid bilayer.

Figure 1. Diagram showing different examples of transmembrane α-helices (top
row) and β-sheets (bottom row) proteins. The brown lines represent
the lipid head group of a lipid bilayer. EX means extracellular face
and IN means intracellular face.

5

1.3
1.3.1

Composition of biological membranes
Eukaryotic cells

There are three major types of lipids that assemble a common lipid membrane
in eukaryotic cells, phosphoglycerides, sphingolipids and sterols [28, 29]. They
are known as amphipathic molecules as they contain two regions, which are
the hydrophobic acyl chains and a hydrophilic head group region (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The three principal classes of lipids present in membrane of
eukaryotic cell (A) phosphoglyceride, (B) sphingolipid and (C) sterol.
The hydrophilic region of the lipids are coloured in blue, and
hydrophobic region is in red.
6
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Phosphoglycerides are the most common type of lipids present in cell
membranes. Different head groups are found in the phospholipids of
eukaryotic cell membranes. At neutral pH, phospholipids with head group of
phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) are zwitterionic
and hold no net charge. On the other hand, phospholipids containing head
groups

of

phosphatidylglycerol

(PG),

phosphatydilserine

(PS)

and

phosphatidylinositol (PI) are anionic and carry a single net negative charge
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Different types of head group structures of phospholipids found in
cell membranes. The glycerol backbone and the hydrophobic acyl
chains are denoted X.

Another type of integral phospholipids appears in cell membranes is the
sphingolipids. Sphingolipids have phosphate based polar head group and are
similar to phosphoglycerides. Sphingomyelin (SM) is the most abundant
sphingolipid, found in mammalian cells, and have a phosphocholine attached
to the hydroxyl group of the backbone sphingosine (Figure 2). Indeed
sphingomyelin has a similar structure to phosphatidylcholine and can form
mixed bilayers with phosphoglycerides [21].

Sterols are the third important type of lipids in membranes. Cholesterol
(CHOL), an example of a sterol, contains four hydrophobic hydrocarbon rings
7

and one hydrophilic hydroxyl group to complete the amphipathicity. CHOL is
highly abundant in eukaryotic membranes of mammalian cells. Unlike
phosphoglycerides and sphingolipids, CHOL cannot form lipid bilayers on their
own due to its high hydrophobicity. Instead they are introduced inside a
plasma membrane between phospholipid molecules. Indeed recent study has
suggested this structural role of CHOL, in which they assist the formation of
lipid rafts in plasma membranes, contributes in cell signalling pathway
involving links between protein and lipid trafficking in endocytic compartments
[30].

The membranes of different organelles of eukaryotic cells contain a specific
proportion of glycerophospholipids [31]. The most diverse difference in the
lipid composition is between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and plasma
membrane [31]. ER is enriched with PC and PI, but contain very low level of
sphingolipids [29]. In contrast, plasma membrane contains less PC, but have a
much higher concentration of CHOL, SM and PS. Along the secretory pathway,
the starting point from ER and GA to plasmalemma, the lipid composition of
the membranes will become more similar to that of the plasma membrane.
Indeed study has shown the lipid composition of GA membrane is intermediate
between that of ER and plasma membrane [32]. Of these distinct lipid
compositions in ER and GA, it could be contributed by the local synthesis of
lipids, as both ER and GA are major sites of lipid synthesis. Phospholipids and
sterols are mainly produced in ER [33, 34] and GA is specialised in production
of sphingolipids [35].

It

is

believed

that

the

plasma

membrane

of

eukaryotic

cells

can

compartmentalise to perform specialised functions. One of the examples is
that of the epithelial cells which are most commonly found in the digestive
system of mammals [36, 37]. The plasma membrane of epithelial cells is
divided into 2 domains, the apical domain that faces the lumen of the cavity
and the basolateral domain that faces extracellular matrix and blood supply
[38, 39]. These two domains contain different lipid composition and a
permeable barrier, called the tight junction, which separates them. The apical
membrane, a special component of a plasma membrane, is enriched with
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sphingolipids instead of PC. In contrast, the basolateral domain has a different
lipid composition, with a much higher concentration of PC and has a more
similar composition to that of a plasma membrane [36]. Another example is
the inner membrane of mitochondria, where an unusual lipid called cardiolipin
is found [40]. Cardiolipin is made from two PG phospholipids covalently
bonded together. Study has shown that cardiolipin can undergo phase
transition from lamellar to hexagonal phase in the presence of Ca2+ ions or
other divalent cations, which is believed to play a role during membrane fusion
[41].

Asymmetric lipid composition in the two leaflets is not just found in plasma
membrane of epithelial cells, it is also found in the membranes of other
organelles such as that of ER and GA in eukaryotic cell. Anionic phospholipids
such as PI, PE and PS are abundant in the inner leaflet of membranes. On the
other hand, outer leaflet of internal organelles are mainly made up of PC and
SM. This lipid asymmetry is a result of lipid synthesis, which as mentioned
above, lipid synthesis happens in the ER and GA. Once the phospholipids are
produced, they are distributed into the two leaflets of the ER, GA and other
cellular membranes [42]. To maintain the asymmetric composition of the two
leaflets, a series of proteins known as lipid transporters, called flippases,
floppases and scramblases are used to facilitate the transbilayer movement of
lipids [43, 44]. Indeed, flippases are known to transport lipids from the inner
leaflet to the outer leaflet, and vice versa with floppases. Both lipid
transporters require an energy source (e.g. ATP) to “flip” the lipids to the other
side of the membrane against the concentration gradient. Unlike flippases and
floppases, scramblases can transport lipids in both directions between the
leaflets following the transbilayer lipid gradient or activated by Ca2+ ions in the
plasma membrane. Scramblases also play a role in programmed cell death, i.e.
apoptosis, in which they present the negatively charged PS lipids to the outer
leaflet of the plasma membrane, signalling to the immune system to remove
the dead or dying cell [45-47]. Finally, once the asymmetric lipid composition
of membrane is achieved, it is believed phospholipids naturally move across
leaflets of membrane in a non-enzymatic motion, called flip-flop, at a very slow
rate to preserve the overall asymmetric distribution [48, 49].
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1.3.2

Gram-negative bacteria

Gram-negative bacteria are composed of two lipid membranes, the inner
membrane (IM) and the outer membrane (OM). Different from eukaryotic cells,
the lipid membranes in bacteria cells are made up of phosphoglycerides and
do not contain any sphingolipids or sterols. In addition, the IM of bacteria has
equal distribution of lipid across the two leaflets, thus forming a symmetric
bilayer. Although the inner membrane has symmetric leaflets, the explicit lipid
composition changes between different strains of bacterial species. On
average, the phospholipid composition of the inner membrane of gramnegative bacteria consists of approximately 70% of PE, 20% of PG and 10% of
cardiolipin (Figure 4). A study using 100 to 200 mM of a fluorescent dye, 10-Nnonyl acridine orange (NAO), which was initially used with cadiolipin to
visualised mitochondria in eukaryotic cells, was added to the growth medium
of E. coli and the fluorescence emission was used as an indication of
cardiolipin domain formation. No fluorescent emission was detected in
mutants with cardiolipin synthesis deficiency. The fluorescence results were
able to show that cardiolipin tends to aggregate at the cell poles and near
potential division sites of E. coli, which is in the higher intrinsic curvature part
of the inner membrane (Figure 4) [40, 50].

In contrast, the OM has a different composition to the inner and outer leaflet
[51]. The inner leaflet is mainly composed of phosphoglycerides such as PE, PG
and cardiolipin, whereas the outer leaflet composed of an unusual lipid called
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [52], which contain three specific regions. The first
region, closest to the inner leaflet of OM, is the hydrophobic anchor of LPS
called Lipid A. The second part is attached to the polar end of Lipid A, known
as the core region, which is made up of a phosphorylated non-repeating
oligosaccharide. The third region is called the O-antigen, which consists of
repeating oligosaccharides attached to the sugars from the core region.

It is important to mention that like a eukaryotic cell membrane, the
phospholipids composition of IM and inner leaflet of OM can alter during the
bacterium’s life cycle [53]. Moreover, in response to temperature changes in
10
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the environment, the fatty acid composition of the phospholipids can also be
altered [54].

Figure 4. A schematic view of gram-negative bacteria. Top right shows the lipid
composition of a bacterial inner membrane, a symmetric bilayer,
with lipid composition of around 70% PE (red), 20% PG (Green) and
10% cardiolipin (yellow). The two yellow curves indicate the higher
curvature part of the inner membrane, where aggregation of
cadiolipin is observed.
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1.4
1.4.1

Introduction to Fukutin project
The Fukutin protein

Fukutin protein, a 461 amino acid protein with a predicted molecular weight of
53.7 kDa, is a member of a family of O-linked glycosyltransferase found in the
GA [55]. The structure of fukutin protein, similar to all GA glycosyltransferases,
contains a short N-terminal cytoplasmic tail, a transmembrane domain (TMD),
and a globular domain located in the lumen of GA, followed by the catalytic
domain [56]. The exact function of globular domain of fukutin protein is yet to
be discovered, but experimental studies have provided insights that it acts as a
glycosyltransferase in the glycosylation of α-dystroglycan (αDG), which is a
vital component in maintaining muscle integrity [22].

The N-terminal domain of fukutin protein has been suggested to play a part in
the localisation and retention of fukutin protein within the GA through the
interaction with the lipids in the GA membranes [57]. Indeed, studies have
shown that the TMD of Golgi glycosyltransferase provides a strong signal into
localising the enzymes within the GA [56, 58-60].

1.4.2

Glycosylation within the Golgi Apparatus

Glycosylation is the most frequent protein modification in eukaryotic cells and
the reaction involves an addition of carbohydrate moieties (glycan) to proteins,
lipids and other organic molecule to form polymers called glycoproteins. It
occurs mostly in the ER, GA and nucleus of a eukaryotic cell. There are two
main types of glycosylation: N-linked and O-linked (Figure 5). A previous study
has shown that glycosylation help in folding and stability of protein and play a
role in cell-to-cell adhesion by cells of the immune system [61].
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N-linked glycosylation is the most common form of protein glycosylation in
mammals. It is initiated in the ER by the direct addition of oligosaccharide
through covalent attachment to an asparagine residue in the polypeptide chain
of the target protein [62].

O-linked glycosylation occurrs at a later stage of protein processing in the GA.
This

glycosylation

involves

the

direct

addition

of

glycan

(e.g.

N-

acetylgalactosamine by an N-acetylgalactosaminetransferase (GalNAcT)), other
carbohydrates such as galactose and sialic acid to the hydroxyl groups of
either serine or threonine residue of the target protein.

Figure 5. Diagram showing N-linkage glycosylation (left panel) and o-linked
glycosylation (right panel).

Enzymes called glycosyltransferase mediates glycosylation of proteins in GA.
Glycosyltransferases are the main integral membrane proteins found in the GA
membrane, which contains a N-terminal cytoplasmic tail, a TMD and a catalytic
domain. The catalytic domain is responsible for the catalysis of glycosylation
of proteins in GA, which modifies the protein structure to carry out correct
protein functions. Previous studies of glycosyltransferase deficiency in mice
have exhibited lethal or semi-lethal phenotypes [63-65]. Whereas in the case of
13

human, error in the gene encoding the fukutin glycosyltransferase has been
identified to contribute to the malfunctioning of glycosylation of αDG, which
has caused muscular dystrophy diseases such as the Fukuyama congenital
muscular dystrophies [66].

1.4.3

Localisation

and

retention

of

glycosyltransferases

in

Golgi

Apparatus
It is believed that TMD of Golgi enzyme plays a major part in the correct
localisation within GA. Studies showed that membrane protein retention
between the Golgi and the plasma membrane is determined by the length of
TMD of proteins [67, 68]. A model called “lipid bilayer sorting model” has been
proposed to support this [67]. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the
percentage of cholesterol content in the membrane increases as it moves
along the eukaryotic secretary pathway and this increases the thickness of lipid
bilayer from ER to plasma membrane [69]. Solution X-ray scattering was used
to measure the bilayer thickness of ER, Golgi and plasma membrane, and they
were determined to be 37.5±0.28Å, 39.5±0.4  Å and 42.5±0.3  Å respectively
[70]. Studies have shown that the thinner membrane of GA, compared to the
cholesterol-riched post-Golgi membranes, has a preference in retaining
proteins with shorter TMDs [71]. A trans-Golgi network (TGN) enzyme, α2,6
sialyltransferase (ST6Gal I), consists of a 17 amino acid TMD. When replacing
the 17 amino acid TMD with 17 leucine residues, changes to the localisation of
the protein were not observed. In contrast, when the TMD is increased to 23
leucine residues, ST6Gal I is found to be localised in the plasma membrane
[71]. More recent studies, however, suggested that the localisation of proteins
within GA does not solely rely on the TMD of Golgi enzyme, but that the
lumenal domain and the cytoplasmic tail also plays a part [72]. Another study
on St6Gal I, have identified two isoforms, the Cys and the Tyr isoforms. The
difference between the two is by one amino acid (cysteine and tyrosine) in
residue 123 of the lumenal domain. The Cys isoform is shown to retain better
in GA than the Tyr isoform. Furthermore, increasing the length of the TMD
does not change the localisation of the Cys isoforms provides evidence to that
the localisation of GA enzymes involves the TMD as well as the lumenal
domain [73]. In addition, another study on a medial-Golgi enzyme, N14
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acetylglucosaminyl-transferase I (GlcNAc TI), apart from the contribution of
TMD and the lumenal domain, the cytoplasmic tail also plays a part in the
localisation of the enzyme [74].

Protein retention in GA is a highly dynamic process, which relies critically on
regulation

of

both

the

anterograde

(forward-moving)

and

retrograde

(backward-moving) transport through Golgi stacks of cisternae. After decades
of studies, sequence analysis and biochemical analysis have shown that the Nterminal transmembrane domain of ER and Golgi resident proteins regulates
anterograde transport [75-77]. In contrast, there is receptor mediated
recognition of specific peptide motifs on the extra-membranous domains of ER
and Golgi resident proteins to regulate the retrograde transport [56]. Two
transport mechanism models have been widely considered over the pass few
years.

The vesicular transporter model is proposed as an anterograde transport of
cargo (proteins/enzymes) through cis to trans GA using Coat Protein I (COPI)
transport vesicles that were found to bud from stalks of cisternae. The
cisternae are believed to be stable structures so that the composition of the
resident Golgi proteins can be retained throughout specific parts of GA [75].
However, more recent studies have provided evidence that COPI vesicles also
mediate retrograde transport from GA to ER [78].

Another model called cisternal maturation was a modified version of the
cisternal progression model that was proposed in the 1950s [79]. It suggested
that cisternae were formed in ER-derived vesicles in the cis face of GA, and
these stacks of cisternae advance progressively, moving cargo through from
cis to trans face of GA, and the membranes are used for retrograde transport
vesicles. This model was not widely accepted until retrograde transport
pathway was discovered because this pathway provide the answer to how the
differences in the distribution of Golgi resident proteins are achieved, which
was the major theoretical complication of this model [80, 81]. Thus the
accumulation of specific glycosyltransferases in distinct GA compartments
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resulting in generating cisternae with different compositions of Golgi resident
enzymes can be explained.

The two models described different trafficking pathway in the GA, but in reality
they could be happening simultaneously. Several studies have suggested that
COPI vesicles from the vesicular transport model could provide a “fast track’
transport for cargo and resident Golgi enzymes through the GA. Along with
where cisternal maturation gives a slower flow for large protein aggregates,
which are too big to incorporated into the COPI vesicles, across the stacks of
cisternae [82]. And with COPI vesicles being identified to take part in both
anterograde and retrograde transport [83, 84], it provides a very encouraging
mechanism in the transport pathway within the GA (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. An overview of transport models within the GA. Large protein
aggregates (shown in orange) at the cis face of GA and are excluded
from the COPI vesicles (shown in green) and move through the stack
of GA via cisternal maturation (red arrows). Some of these large
protein aggregates, which are medial-Golgi enzymes will return to
the medial-Golgi from the TGN via retrograde transport through
COPI vesicles. As for late-Golgi enzymes (shown in yellow), they can
move through GA quickly to the TGN via vesicular transport (black
arrows) in COPI vesicles. Late-Golgi enzymes can form complexes at
the TGN that restrict their movement further down the secretary
pathway. In addition, they cannot be retrieve to the medial and cis
Golgi effectively and this results in higher concentration in the TGN.
CGN stands for cis-Golgi network.
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1.4.4

The transmembrane domain of fukutin

The transmembrane domain of fukutin (FK1TMD) is a short fragment peptide
composed of the first 36 amino acid residues of the N-terminal of fukutin
protein with sequence:
MQRINKNVVLALLTLTSSAFLLFQLYYYKHYLSARN
FK1TMD first inserts into the membrane in the ER, and finally resides in the
Golgi membrane. Although the structure of FK1TMD remains unknown, circular
dichorism (CD) study has been able to demonstrate that FK1TMD exist mostly
in α-helical structure in membrane mimetic environments [85].

Two genes encode FK1TMD and fukutin related protein. Recent studies have
shown that mutation to these genes caused miss-localisation of the fukutin
protein within the cell [86], which have been linked to several congenital
muscular dystrophies caused by hypoglycosylation of αDG. It is believed that
correct localisation of fukutin protein within GA is crucial for proper
glycosylation of αDG and it has been shown that the FK1TMD is sufficient to
correctly retain fukutin protein within GA through its interaction with lipids
found in the Golgi membrane [87].
1.4.5

Previous molecular dynamics study on FK1TMD

Both atomistic (AT) and coarse-grained (CG) MD had been employed to
investigate the stability and orientation of FK1TMD in bilayers with different
type of lipids [88].

From the AT MD simulations, when FK1TMD was placed in a water/ion
environment, FK1TMD was observed to lose its α-helical structure after only 10
ns of simulation time. Out of 36 amino acid residues, only residues V8 - L13
and L25 - H30 retain α-helical structure at the end of a 50 ns simulation. In
contrast, when placed in a water environment just above the head group
regions of a dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipid bilayer (water-lipid
head group interface), FK1TMD retained α-helical structure in two short
18
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regions, with the region between these two short helices (residues L13 - F20)
became unfolded. Furthermore, when FK1TMD was placed manually into a
DMPC lipid bilayer perpendicular to the bilayer plane, it retained its α-helical
structure (R3 - H30) with minimal unfolding observed at the C-terminal end
(Y31 - N36). In summary, the AT MD simulations have shown that FK1TMD
favours α-helical structure and is more stable when it is placed near a
phospholipid bilayer than just in a water/ion environment.

While the stability of FK1TMD has been investigated in AT MD simulations, CG
MD simulations have been used to probe the orientation of FK1TMD in
different types of lipid bilayer. Within the N-terminal of FK1TMD (M1 - N7),
there is a R/K-x-xR/K motif located between residues R3 and K6 (R-I-N-K),
which this motif have been shown to be needed for correct localisation of
several glycosyltransferases within GA [86]. Protein-lipid interactions were
monitored to investigate the role of this motif in the localisation and
orientation FK1TMD in several simulations involving FK1TMD placed in
different lipid bilayers. The results have shown that R3 and K6 accounted for
more than 20% of the entire head group–protein contacts in the simulations
with

three

different

lipid

bilayers

(dilauroylphosphatidylcholine

(DLPC),

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and palmitoyloleoylphosphotylcholine
(POPC)). In addition, at the C-terminal end of FK1TMD (Y28 – N36), K29, R35
and N36 also reported to have high percentage of all the interactions with lipid
head groups (~15% with DLPC and ~20% with DPPC and POPC). These results
suggest the charged residues at both the N- and C-terminal of FK1TMD plays a
role in stabilising the protein in a lipid bilayer. This is further supported by the
tilt angle analysis performed on FK1TMD. By calculating the angle tilted by the
FK1TMD with respect to the bilayer normal, FK1TMD was found to be able to
tilt more in a bilayer with shorter lipid tails (which means a thinner
hydrophobic thickness) to match the charged residues on either end of the
helix. Finally, recent study showed that small proportion of PIP2 (~2% of the
whole cell) localise in the stacks of cisternae in the GA [89, 90]. FK1TMD was
placed in a complex membrane, which consists of a mixture of DPPC,
dipalmitoylphosphotidylethanolamine

(DPPE),

1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphatidylinositol (PIP2), SM, dipalmitoylphosphotidylserine (DPPS) lipids and
CHOL. This approximates the realistic composition of GA membrane. Density
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profiles of FK1TMD with various types of lipid head groups were calculated and
PIP2 lipids have been shown to have a high propensity to interact with Nterminal of FK1TMD (Figure 7).

Figure 7. (A) Density of protein and lipid head group particles along the z
dimension. The curves representing the different lipids are coloured
as follows: yellow for DPPC, cyan for DPPE, violet for DPPS, magenta
for PIP2, green for sphingomyelin, gray for CHOL. The black dashed
line represents data for FK1TMD. (B) Lipid head group particles
within 3 nm of the R and K residues of the N-terminus (left) and Cterminus

(right)

(colours

as

in

panel

A;

cholesterol

and

sphingomyelin have been omitted for the sake of clarity, and
FK1TMD is coloured red). The trajectory is fitted on the protein
using a least-squares procedure, and the frames are superimposed
at 40 ns intervals over the 1.5 µs trajectory. Clustering of the PIP2
lipids near the N-terminus is evident. Such clustering does not occur
in the bilayer leaflet interacting with the C-terminus, which has a
more random distribution of lipids.

As a whole, the AT and CG MD simulations have provide evidence that FK1TMD
exist as a stable α-helix in phospholipid environments. Its ability to tilt within
bilayers has also given the stability for FK1TMD not being affected by the
change in hydrophobic thickness of local membrane found within different
compartments of organelle alongside the secretary pathway [69]. Furthermore,
the high propensity for N-terminal of FK1TMD to interact with PIP2 lipids
suggests N-terminal may play a role in the formation of microdomains by
inducing clustering of these lipids.
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1.4.6

An

Aims

aggregation

model

was

proposed

and

suggested

that

glycosyltransferases can form aggregates when they reached the correct
GA compartments, and a study showed that the main factor for the
correct localisation of membrane proteins is between the interaction of
the TMD and GA membranes [91]. The stability and orientation of
FK1TMD within lipid environments have been determined via MD
simulations at a molecular level. However, it remains unclear at the
molecular

level

how

the

interaction

between

FK1TMD

and

the

surrounding lipid bilayer drives its retention within these compartments.
The aim of this project, which will be discussed in more detail in chapter
3, is to use multiscale MD simulations to determine the oligomeric state
of FK1TMD within DLPC bilayers to identify interactions between the
transmembrane domains and to ascertain any role these interactions
may play in the fukutin localisation.
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1.5
1.5.1

Introduction to MATE transporter project
The multidrug transporter family

Multidrug transporter proteins have been classified into five main families,
including the major facilitator superfamily (MFS), the small multidrug
resistance (SMR) family, the resistance nodulation cell division (RND) family,
the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) family and the multidrug and toxic compound
extrusion (MATE) family. These families are responsible for multidrug
resistance in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes through the extrusion of
xenobiotic and toxic metabolites from cells in a coupled exchange with
protons and cations [92-94].

1.5.2

The major facilitator superfamily (MFS)

The MFS is the largest known secondary transporter family, they are also
known as the uniporter-symporter-antiporter family [95, 96], where they utilise
the

electrochemical

potential

across

the

membrane

for

substrate

transportation. The function of uniporter-symporter-antiporter family came
from a number of studies that have suggested these transporters (e.g. MFS)
not only transport sugars, but they are also organophosphate: phosphate
exchangers, oligosaccharide: H+ symport permeases [97] and phosphate
Na+ symporters [98]. A study showed that a family of bacterial aromatic acid
permeases also belongs to the MFS [99] and provided evidence that MFS
transporters are involved in a much wider range of functions and more
widespread in nature that what have been proposed before [99]. There are 17
distinct families revealed within the MFS and each of them transports a single
class of compounds, range from oligosaccharides, drugs (antibiotics) and
amino acids in various cells from bacteria to higher eukaryotes [99].

Study

revealed

that

majority

of

the

MFS

transporters

consist

of

12

transmembrane (TM) helices, although some have 14 TM helices [100].Lactose
permease (LacY), a MFS transporter, consists of 12 TM helices, arranged into
two domains of 6 TM helices, which are related by a 2-fold pseudo-symmetry
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with an axis that runs perpendicular to the membrane plane and between the
two halves (Figure 8) [100]. The two 6 TM helices domains are believed to be
quite similar due to the evolutionarily conserved sequence motifs between TM
helices 2 and 3 in the N-terminal domain and the symmetry-related TM helices
8 and 9 in the C-terminal domain [95, 99].

Figure 8. Diagram showing the crystal structure (top) and inverted-topology
repeats (middle) of LacY. Structural alignment of the inverted23

topology repeats is shown at the bottom. TM 1-3 (A) is shown in
green; TM 4-6 (B) is shown in red; TM 7-9 (C) is shown in orange and
TM 10-12 (D) is shown in pink. A and B, C and D are invertedtopology repeats of each other.
1.5.3

The small multidrug resistance (SMR) family

The SMR proteins are the smallest secondary drug efflux proteins known. They
have approximately 100-140 amino acids in length and consist of 4 TM αhelices forming an antiparallel bundle [101]. The 4 TM α-helices are believed to
span through the cytoplasmic membrane with short hydrophilic loops, which
make them very hydrophobic [102]. Previous studies showed that SMR proteins
transport lipophilic compounds, mainly quaternary ammonium compounds
(QAC) as well as a variety of antibiotics [103]. SMR proteins are also classified
as protein-dependent multidrug efflux system as they used the electrochemical
proton gradient across the membrane for drug extrusion, which is also used by
the MFS proteins [104]. An example of this is the E. coli multidrug transporter
EmrE (also known as MvrC), previous studies show EmrE demonstrated
resistance to ethidium bromide [105] and methyl viologen [106].

1.5.4

The resistance nodulation cell division (RND) family

The RND family is one of the secondary multidrug transporters, similar to
other transporters previously discussed above (MFS and SMR); they use the
electrochemical proton gradient across the membrane to extrude drugs out of
the cell [101]. Previous studies have proposed they have 12 TM helices with 2
long loops between TM helices 1 and 2 and helices 7 and 8 [92]. Other studies
have revealed that RND transporters interact with proteins known as
membrane

fusion

protein

(MFP),

which

contains

a

single

N-terminal

transmembrane helix and a large C-terminal periplasmic domain. The MFP is
believed to either induce fusion of the inner and outer membrane or form a
channel-like structure allowing drug transport (extrusion) across the inner and
outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria [107].
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1.5.5

The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) family

The ABC transporter family is different from the three multidrug family
described above. The MFS, SMR, and RND families use electrochemical gradient
of cations across membrane to facilitate drug extrusion, but ABC transporters,
use the hydrolysis of ATP as a source of energy to extrude drugs. However, the
precise mechanism for drug efflux is still not known [25]. In general, ABC
transporter contains 2 highly hydrophobic membrane domains that consist of
6 TM α-helices each (the membrane-spanning domain (MSD)), the Walker motif,
which consist of two conserved A and B site that form an ATP binding pocket,
and a hydrophilic membrane-associated protein containing an ATP-binding
domain [108]. The ABC transporters can be divided into 3 different types, the
eukaryotic ABC transporters, bacterial ABC importers and exporters. The
eukaryotic ABC transporters contains ATP-binding domain on a single
polypeptide with the MSDs [109]. Previous studies have revealed this type of
transporters takes part in the role of multidrug resistance, e.g. P-glycoprotein,
which exports chemotherapy drug used in treating cancer cells [110] and
drugs used in treating cystic fibrosis [111]. For the bacterial ABC importers,
they contain a hydrophilic, membrane-associated protein with an ATP binding
domain and the MSDs on separate polypeptides [109]. They have a specific
feature where they have a periplasmic binding protein, which can interact with
the incoming substrate and presents it in the inner complex in the inner
membrane. The bacterial ABC exporters contain a conserved ATP-binding
motif. The domain containing this motif can be on the same polypeptide as the
MSDs (same as eukaryotic ABC exporters) or on a polypeptide separate from
the hydrophobic domain (same as bacterial ABC importers). They also contain
additional proteins, which are known as the accessory factors [112, 113].
Previous studies have suggested that the accessory factors are believed to
anchor in the inner membrane and spans through the periplasm, which
connect the inner and outer membranes of the gram-negative cell enabling the
secretion of drugs directly into the extracellular medium [109].
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1.5.6

The multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) family

MATE transporter is the latest inclusion into the multidrug efflux transporter
families [114] and is the family being investigated in this project. The MATE
protein transporters that have been characterised are widely distributed in all
kingdoms of living organisms, including humans, bacteria and plants [23, 115,
116]. Originally, MATE transporter NorM from Vibrio parahemolyticus (VP) were
thought to be a members of the MFS transporter. But instead it is now
classified into a new family, the MATE family due to sequence dissimilarity to
MFS [116, 117]. The MATE transporters consist of 12 transmembrane helices
and are secondary transport systems and using the difference in the
electrochemical potential of proton or Na+ ions across the membrane for drug
transportation. A study on a human orthologue from the MATE transporter, the
MATE1 transporter showed that MATE1 is located in the human liver and
kidney, which organic cations are known to be taken up by organic cation
transporter 1 (OC1) or OC2 in the renal tubule cells of kidney and hepatocytes
in the liver [118-120]. The MATE1 is a H+ -coupled organic cation exporter that
is involved in the final step of the excretion of metabolic waste and xenobiotic
organic cations transporter in the kidney and liver [115]. Another study on a
MATE transporter called pMVP36 from bacteria strain Vibrio parahaemolyticus
is responsible for extruding a drug called norfloxacin from cell and a name
was

also

designated

to

this

protein

responsible

for

norfloxacin

efflux/resistance, NorM [23]. NorM is a Na+/antiporter, which experiments were
carried out with ethidium-loaded pMVP36-cells, and upon addition of 10mM
NaCl resulted in ethidium efflux from the cell. In plant cells, an alkaloid called
berberine [121] is believed to be transported by a H+-antiport mechanism
[122]. This H+-antiport is called AtDTX1, a member of the MATE family, which is
a detoxifying efflux carrier that localises at the plasma membrane of a plant
cell to mediate the efflux of exogenous toxic compounds [123].

1.5.7
Most

Structure of MATE transporters
MATE

family

members

consist

of

400-550

residues

with

12

transmembrane helices, with the length of the MATE transporter protein
ranges from around 400-700 amino acids [124]. From the known MATE
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transporters, a multiple sequence alignment has shown there is 40% sequence
similarity in all of the MATE transporter proteins. The similarities showed
symmetric repetition in the highly conserved regions of the N and C termini,
which suggest that MATE proteins evolved from a common ancestral gene that
underwent gene duplication [125]. The MATE transporters can recognise which
drug molecules can be pumped out of the cell due to its substrate specificity
[116]. Fluoroquinolones such as norfloxacin can be recognised by almost all
MATE-type family transporters. Several MATE-type transporters also pump
cationic drug molecules like acriflavine and ethidium out of the cell [126, 127].
For most MATE-type transporters, they do not just transport one particular
molecule, but they can actually transport several different molecules. E.g. the
E.coli MdTK K-12 strain MATE-type transporters can transport acriflavine,
norfloxacin and doxorubicin [128]. Most of the substrates identified to be
transported by MATE transporter up to now have various and unrelated
structures. A study proposed a mechanism for the transportation of ions and
substrates across a membrane, which involve specific conformational changes
to the MATE transporter (Figure 9) [129].

Figure 9. Proposed transport mechanism of MATE transporters. In the outwardfacing conformation, the cation (red) binds to a site (yellow oval;
step 1). The cation binding induces structural changes to the
inward-facing conformation (step 2), which is open to the substrate
(organic cation in orange) from the inner membrane leaflet or
cytoplasm to bind. Substrate binding causes another structural
change back to the outward-facing conformation (step 3), allowing
extrusion of substrate out of cell.
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1.5.8

X-ray crystal structure of MATE transporter

The first X-ray crystal structure resolved was the NorM Vibrio cholerea (VC)
MATE transporter with a resolution of 3.65 Å in 2010. In 2013, another X-ray
crystal structure of NorM Neisseria gonorrheae (NG) was resolved. These
crystal structures resolved for MATE transporters were in its outward-facing
conformation [129, 130], which consists of 12 TM helices, and is organised
into two bundles of six helices with a two-fold rotational symmetry
conformation. Both of them are secondary transporter, which extrudes toxic
organic cations out of the cell against their concentration gradient by using the
movement of sodium ions into the cell along their electrochemical gradient.
The structural Protein Data Bank (PDB) file of the NorM MATE transporter can
be obtained from the PDB website with an accession code of 3MKT and 3MKU
for NorM_VC and 4HUK, 4HUM and 4HUN for NorM_NG. The V-shaped portal,
which is formed by TM1 and TM8 on one side and TM2 and TM7 on the other,
open to the extracellular space, allowing the extrusion of substrate directly to
the periplasmic side of the inner membrane (Figure 11). Inside the portal is the
internal cavity of the protein. The residues facing the internal cavity are
relatively conserved and are contributed by all transmembrane helices except
TM3 and TM9. The total number of residues facing the internal cavity are 91,
with 57 are hydrophobic, 14 are aromatic, 20 are polar and 5 are charged in
NorM_VC [129].
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Figure 10. Side view of the X-ray crystal structure of NorM_VC. The V-shaped
portals formed by TM 1, 8 (top) and TM 2, 7 (bottom). TM 1 helix is
in green, TM 2 helix is in blue, and TM 7 helix is in yellow and TM 8
helix in red. The rest of the TM helices are in cyan. Grey lines
represent the head groups in a lipid bilayer.
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1.5.9

The cation-binding site of NorM

In NorM_VC, the amino acid residues that are mainly corresponding to the
binding of the cation to the binding site include E255 and D371. In 3MKU
NorM crystal structure, where there is a rubidium ion bound to this cationbinding site, residues E255 and D371 are facing away from the central cavity
towards the cation-binding site (Figure 12). Previous studies on NorM from V.
parahaemolyticus (NorM_VP) showed that mutation on D32, E251 and D367
(correspond to D36, E255 and D371 in NorM_VC) caused change in sensitivity
[131] to a few known transport substrates of NorM such as kanamycin,
norﬂoxacin, and ethidium bromide [23, 126]. The increased sensitivity of NorM
mutations towards these compounds (drugs) suggests that its ability to
extrude antimicrobial substrates have been decreased. In the same study, a
large increase in the extrusion of ethidium ions from the wild-type NorM_VP
protein was observed upon addition of NaCl; But when mutations to residues
D32E, D32N, D32K, E251D, D367A, D367K, and D367N, NorM_VP suffered
from a reduction or loss of the ability to extrude ethidium ions in a Na+
dependent manner [131]. These results suggest that D36, E255 and D371
from the NorM_VC contribute to the transport of ions (Na+, Rb+) and substrates
(antimicrobials) in and out of the cell.

Figure 11. A zoomed-in view of the cation-binding site of NorM_VC. On the left
is the side view of the Rb+ ion (shown in gray) in the cation-binding
site of the NorM_VC (shown in red). On the right is the zoomed view
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into the binding site with the Rb+ ion, the two residues E255 (shown
in pink) and D371 (shown in purple) are facing the internal cavity
and locating very closely to the Rb+ ion. TM1 is in green, TM2 is in
blue, TM7 is in yellow and TM8 in red. The rest of the TMs are in
cyan.

1.5.10

Previous computational work on NorM

A previous computational study on NorM_VC, which nine different AT MD
simulations with a total of more than 2 µs simulation time including repeats
were carried out [132]. Three significant results were reported, which involve
the loss of the V-shape portal from NorM_VC, the permeation pathways for Na+
ion into the cation-binding site and different binding modes for the Na+ ion
inside the binding site.

In five out of the nine simulations, the V-shape portal from the extracellular
vestibule loses its V-shape within 10 ns and the size of the funnel is always
reduced within hundreds of ns. The distance between residues A55 from TM2
and V274 from TM8, which are located at the gates of the extracellular cavity,
was monitored to see the changes in the size of the V-shape portal. From all
the simulations, the distance between these two residues was always reduced
with respect to that of the crystal structure. By taking a closer look at the
amino acid sequence in this V-shape funnel region, the collapse of the V-shape
portal could be due to the hydrophobic residues in the outer part of TM1 and 2
and TM 7 and 8. These hydrophobic residues pointed towards the inner cavity
and make direct contacts within 10 ns while extruding the water molecules out
of the cavity, causing unfavourable interaction with water molecules from the
extracellular side. In addition, this closure also prevented the ions or water
moving into the cavity of the protein, but interestingly within 400 ns from the
simulations, a

narrow

and twisting

water wire

was observed in the

transmembrane region of the transporter connecting all of the charged
residues (D36, E255 and D371), which are important in the movement of Na+
ions into the cation-binding site.	
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In three out of four independent MD simulations, Na+ ion binding was observed
within 200 ns and the ion binding process went through binding of Na+ ion to
D36 before binding to E255 and D371 in the cation-binding site. This
observation further supports that residue D36 playing a crucial role in the
transport function of NorM_VC. Furthermore, two different binding modes
were observed in the cation-binding site of NorM_VC, a competitive binding
mode and a simultaneous binding mode. In the competitive binding mode, Na+
ion in the binding site only binds to either residue E255 and D371 at each
time. Whereas in the simultaneous binding mode, Na+ ion binds to E255 and
D371 simultaneously. An interesting transition to a small α-helical region in
the C-terminus of NorM_VC that is not evolutionarily conserved across the
MATE family was observed during the simultaneous binding mode, in which
this small α-helical region moved from a conformation parallel to the
membrane bilayer to being perpendicular to the bilayer and becomes an
extension to TM12. Consequently, the cytoplasmic half of the protein was
open to water permeation as the C-terminus of TM12 acted like a lid, enabling
water access to the central cavity. This movement in TM12 could provide the
key in the conformation change of NorM_VC from outward-facing to inwardfacing conformation, as the opening of the cytoplasmic side of the transporter
could allow the uptake of drug into the catalytic site from cytoplasm (Figure
10).
1.5.11

Potential issues on the computational methods

There are a few possible concerns from the AT MD simulation methods that
have been used above, which are worthwhile to look at. In the AT MD
simulations, the all-atom CHARRM36 force field was used in GROMACS with the
standard TIP3P water model. However, a previous study on simulation force
fields, it stated that the use of standard TIP3P water model in GROMACS, in
which the van der Waals interactions on the hydrogen atoms of water
molecules are ignored, caused the lipid bilayer to form a more ordered
membrane [133]. In addition, the van der Waals distance cut-off also has an
impact on the orientation of the lipid bilayer, in which a 0.8 nm distance cutoff is recommended over 1.1 nm as this gives a higher area per lipid (less
ordered) membrane. Unfortunately, the van der Waals interaction distance cutoff is not given in the method section of the MD simulation study discussed in
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the last section, and from the data presented, the lipid tails in the membrane
looked relatively ordered [132]. The higher compactness of the membrane may
affect the dynamics of the protein. One example being that the closing of the
V-shape portal observed in the MD simulations. The movement observed in the
small α-helical region in the C-terminus of NorM_VC is of another potential
area of concern, as it could be influenced by the properties of the membrane.
This movement was suggested to be induced by the Na+ ion simultaneously
bound to both E255 and D371, but this binding was only seen once out of the
9 simulations, so this event could happen purely by chance. Another important
point to state is that there was not enough sampling as only a total of nine
simulations have been performed in one force field.

1.5.12

Aims

In a recent experimental study, the X-ray crystal structure of NorM (accession
code: 4HUK, 4HUM and 4HUN) from bacteria Neisseria gonorrhoeae (NG) was
resolved and a more detailed antiport mechanism on how NorM undergoes
conformational changes to mediate ion uptake, substrate uptake and extrusion
was proposed. Despite the elegancy of this proposed antiport mechanism,
there are concerns over the structure of NorM_NG on the outward-facing phase
of the mechanism. One of which is that the precise conformational
rearrangement events that contribute to the transitions of various states
remains unclear. The main focus of this project will be investigating the drug
and ion binding interactions with NorM_NG using AT MD simulations, hoping
to provide evidence on a molecular level for the proposed antiport mechanism.

As an on-going and future project, a novel method called the “invertedtopology repeats”, which has been described in a few recent studies, is used to
create the opposite conformation of different proteins from other multidrug
efflux transporter families [100, 134, 135], in an attempt to construct an
inward-facing conformation of NorM_VC.
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Chapter 2:
2.1

Computational methods

Molecular dynamics (MD)

MD is a technique that involves computational simulations of physical
movement of atoms in which it calculates the time dependent behaviour of a
molecular system. A force field is used to calculate the potential energy (PE) of
the system (Esystem). By taking the negative gradient of the PE, the force exerted
on each particle in the system ( Fi ) can be calculated (Equation 1).

€

Fi = −∇i(E system )
Equation 1

€
Once the force of the system is calculated and with the mass of the particle
(mi) in the system known, its acceleration ( ai ) can be calculated using Newton’s
second law of motion (Equation 2).

€

Fi = mi ai
Equation 2

€
Combining equations 1 and 2 show the relation between the potential of the
system and the change in position (ri) of the particles over time (t) (Equation 3)
[136].

δE system
δ 2 ri
−
= mi 2
δri
δt
Equation 3

€
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The acceleration of the particles in the system is obtained from integrating
Equation 3; from the acceleration, the new position and velocity of particle i
can be determined. The finite difference methods are normally used to
integrate Equation 2, which involves the usage of different set of integrators
such as the Verlet algorithm and the Leap-frog algorithm. The new positions of
the particles obtained can be used to recalculate the new PE of the system.
Through repeating the whole cycle (Figure 13) over a period of time, which is
defined by timesteps, a trajectory providing the movement of the particles in
the system over time is produced.

The force acting on each particle depends upon its position relative to other
particles in the whole system, so this will give rise to a many-body problem
that cannot be solved analytically. The solution to this is the implication of the
finite difference method, which the equations of motion are integrated
numerically.
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Figure 12. A flow diagram showing the general method used when performing
a MD simulation.
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2.2

The force field

The force field is used to calculate the force acting on each particle in a
system.

Common force fields divide potential functions into two classes: the

bonded and non-bonded interactions. Bonded interactions include bond
stretching, angle bending, torsion potentials when rotating around bonds
(proper dihedrals) and out-of-plane improper torsion potentials (improper
dihedrals) (Figure 14, 15).

As for non-bonded interactions, they consist of

Lennard-Jones (LJ) repulsion and dispersion, which is the Van der Waals forces
and Coulomb electrostatics (Figure 16, 17).

Figure 13. Harmonic potential used to model bond stretching, bond angles and
improper dihedrals. kx and ky are the equilibrium values for different
bonds and angles.
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Figure 14. Torsion potentials (cosine potential) to model the rotation around
bonds.

Figure 15. The Lennard-Jones potential to model the van der Waals
interactions. The ε ij term describes the shape of the curve, the depth
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€

of the well; Rmin is the distance between two neighbouring atoms at
LJ potential minimum.

€

Figure 16. The electrostatic potential to model the point charges.

The bonded interactions including bond stretching, angle bending and
improper dihedrals are modelled using a harmonic potentials (Equation 4) The
shape of the harmonic well is determined by kx, ky and kz and x0, y0 and z0 are
the equilibrium values for different bonds, angles and improper dihedrals
respectively, where these values are all provided in the force field parameters.
As for the proper dihedrals, they describe the rotation of a bond between two
neighbouring bonds, so they are described using the cosine potential, as
rotations of the dihedral angles are periodic. The “dihedrals” term in Equation
4, kθ represents the heights of the energetic barrier, n is the multiplicity per
3600 rotations and

€

€

σ is the value of dihedral at zero.
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For the non-bonded interactions, the two terms, van der Waals and
electrostatics, are described using LJ potentials (first part of Equation 5) and
Coulomb’s law (second part of Equation 5) respectively. The 6th order term of
the LJ potential describes the attractive forces between two neighbouring
atoms arise from the instantaneous-induced dipoles interaction. Whereas the
12th order term describes the repulsive forces between two atoms when they
are moving too close together and the overlapping of the electron density of
the two atoms became energetically unfavourable. The ε ij term describes the
shape of the curve, the depth of the well; Rmin is the distance between two
neighbouring atoms at LJ potential minimum. For the Coulomb’s law, qiq j is

€

the charge of the two atoms i and j; rij the distance between them and ε r is the

€

relative permittivity of the medium.

€
€

€
E non −bonded
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2.2.1

GROMOS-96 force field

GROMOS-96 force fields include GROMOS-43A1, GROMOS-53A6 and GROMOS54A7 force fields. All of their parameters are supported by the GROMACS
programme [137]. GROMOS-96 force fields are one of the most commonly
used force field for protein lipid simulations. It is a united-atom representation
where non-polar hydrogens have no Lennard-Jones interactions and are treated
implicitly. Every atom has three degrees of freedom and the bonded
interactions are the sum of bond, bond angle, harmonic (improper) dihedral
angle and torsional dihedral angle terms (Equation 4). The parameters values
for kx, ky and kz and x0, y0 and z0 are specific with GROMOS bond types, and they
were originally derived from experimental spectroscopy (kx, ky and kz) and X-ray
diffraction (x0, y0 and z0) for small molecules [138, 139]. As for non-bonded
interactions, the van der Waals interactions arise from non-bonded atom pair
are described using Lennard-Jones 12-6 interactions (Equation 6). The C12ij
and C6ij for atom pair i, j are obtained from C12ii, C12jj and C6ii, C6jj
parameters, defined for each atom type, using the geometric combination
rules [140] (Equation 7). As for the charge on atoms, charge distributions are
calculated in polyaminoacids, obtaining the σ charges by molecular orbital
methods, and the π charges by fitting to empirical dipole moment data of
small molecules (in the case of the peptide and carboxyl groups) or from the
literature (aromatic side chains) [141].
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Equation 6

!12!" = √ !12!! ×!12!!

!6!" = √ !6!! ×!6!!

Equation 7

Electrostatic interactions between two atoms are described using the
Coulomb’s Law [142] (Equation 8). Coulomb interaction VC, with parameters q
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defined as the partial charges qi on the atoms, where ε0 is the dielectric
permittivity of vacuum.

! ! !; ! =
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Equation 8

2.2.2

AMBER

AMBER force field is developed in 1995 by Cornell et. al. [143] and is usually
used for proteins and nucleic acids simulations. Different from GROMOS-96
force fields, it is an all-atom representation of the whole simulation system.
The atom types employed are described in Cornell et. al. [143]. As for the
parameters, they are described in Equation 9:
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Equation 9

The bond stretching and angle bending are represented by harmonic
expressions. Aeq, θeq, Kr and Kθ were used as starting values and adjusted to
reproduce experimental normal mode frequencies. These values were derived
from fitting the structural and vibrational frequency data on small molecule
fragments that make up proteins and nucleic acids. Dihedral angles are
represented by a set of parameters, which are appropriate for the functions in
proteins and calibrated to adjust the energies of small model compounds. The
van der Waals parameters were derived by carrying out Monte Carlo
simulations on CH4 C2H6, C3H8, and C4H10 liquids and empirically adjusting
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r and ε for the C and H to reproduce the densities and enthalpies of
vaporization of these liquids. As for the electrostatic parameters, they relied
upon the use of Gaussians Split-valence basis set 6-31G* derived electrostatic
potentials, multiple molecules, multiple conformations and the RESP fitting
approach.
2.2.3

BERGER Lipid Force Field

BERGER lipid force field has been used in combined force field simulations with
other different force fields. Different force fields are parameterised in specific
ways and combining them generally will lead to errors in the calculations for
the bonded and non-bonded interactions. Thus, combining force field is not
recommended. But BERGER force field is one exception due to the fact that
bonded interactions parameters are mostly derived same as GROMOS-87 force
fields and as for the non-bonded interaction parameters, they were primarily
taken from an united-atom OPLS_UA force field. In addition, the AMBER van der
Waals parameters were taken from the same origins and original versions of
OPLS [144]. As a result, arguably BERGER lipid force field is valid to combine
with GROMOS, OPLS and AMBER force fields. In chapter 4, some of the
simulations were run using AMBER protein force field combined with BERGER
lipid force field, although there is not much simulation data testing on the
combination of different force fields up to date, but the combination of
AMBER/BERGER force fields have been shown to behave well [145].
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2.3

The integrator

All integration algorithms are based on the Taylor series expansion to
approximate new accelerations, atomic positions and velocities in each
timesteps. The integrator uses the acceleration calculated from the force of the
atom, alongside with the initial position and velocity at time t to obtain the
same quantities at later timestep, t + δt. The force of the system remains
constant in each timestep, and the position and velocity of each atom is
updated once in each timestep. As mentioned above, there are two main
algorithms that are used, the Leap-frog and Verlet algorithm. In all the
simulations that are performed in this thesis, the Leap-frog algorithm was
used.

2.3.1

Leap-frog algorithm

The Leap-frog algorithm is the default integrator in GROMACS [146], hence it
was used in all the simulations. The name leap-frog came from the
implementation of the algorithm, which the position and velocity of atoms in
the system are calculated at different times in a timestep. The velocities v at
timestep (t + 1/2δt) is first calculated from the initial velocity at half timestep
(t – 1/2δt) and acceleration a at timestep t (Equation 10), then the positions r
at timestep (t + δt) is obtained from the velocity calculated using Equation 11.
The positions are leaped over the velocity to give their new values at timestep
(t + δt), which the velocity can be calculated again at timestep (t + 3/2δt), and
the cycle goes on and on (Figure 18).

⎛ 1 ⎞ ⎛ 1 ⎞
v⎜ t + δt ⎟ = v⎜ t - δt ⎟ + δt [a (t )]
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎝ 2 ⎠
Equation 10

€

⎡ ⎛ 1 ⎞⎤
r (t + δt ) = r (t ) + δt ⎢v⎜ t + δt ⎟⎥
⎣ ⎝ 2 ⎠⎦
Equation 11

€
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Figure 17. Graphic representation of the Leap-frog integration algorithm. The
term “Leap-frog” comes from positions r (red line) and velocities v
(green line) are calculated at different times during one timestep,
which they are like frogs leaping over each other’s back.

2.3.2

Verlet algorithm

The Verlet algorithm was the first MD integrator to be developed. It uses the
positions of atoms at time t and t − δt , to calculate the new position of atoms
at t + δt . The algorithm is derived from the sum of the two Taylor series
expansion for the positions of atoms, r, at both r(t − δt ) and r(t + δt ) (Equation

€

€

12).

€

r(t + δt ) = 2r(t ) − €
r(t − δt ) + a(t )δ€t 2
Equation 12

€

2.3.3

The timestep

A time step determines when the system recalculates its potential energy to
obtain the new acceleration and velocity to update the new positions of the
atoms in a simulation. E.g. if a timestep of 2 femtosecond (fs) is chosen, then
the position of the atoms in the system will be updated every 2 fs following the
method when performing MD simulations (Figure 13). To accurately model
bond stretching, a sample of 10 points along the bond stretching potential is
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needed. For a non-hydrogen bond stretching, it takes roughly about 20 fs; as
for a hydrogen bond stretching, it takes roughly 10 fs, so a timestep of 1 fs is
used in a normal MD simulation. The constraints fix the length of the bond
that is attached to any hydrogen atom and thus a timestep of 2 fs can be used
in simulations by removing the degree of freedom for the harmonic oscillator
corresponding to the bond stretching.

It is important to choose the right timestep to be used because if too small of
a timestep is used, then the trajectory will only cover a very little proportion of
the conformation that the system can adopt and it will also be very
computational expensive; or if too large of a time step is applied, the atoms
can move over a much longer distance before the next timestep, causing high
energy overlap between atoms, which leads to instability to the integration
algorithm, hence resulting in the system to become unstable and ends up in
system explosion. Thus, by choosing the appropriate timestep, the phase
space can be covered efficiently, collisions can occur smoothly and the most
important reason is to save computational power.

2.3.4

The periodic boundaries condition (PBC)

PBC is applied in MD simulations to avoid problems with boundary effects
caused by finite size. This makes the system more like an infinite one and
provides a system that all of the force interactions between atoms can be
mimicked as they are in a real life bulk system. An example of the periodic
boundary condition system is shown in Figure 19, all the boxes are identical to
the central box (box with green line), when the red molecule leaves the central
box from the right hand side, it will reappear on the opposite side of the box
so that the number of particles inside the central box remain constant. The
cubic cell is the simplest system to visualise and perform under PBC, and it is
used in the MD simulations in this thesis.
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Figure 18. A diagram showing the PBC of a MD simulation system. The central
box with green line is the initial simulation system, all the other
boxes surrounding the central box are the identical periodic image
of the system. As the red molecule leaves on the right-hand side of
the box, it will reappear on the left-hand side
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2.4

Thermodynamic ensembles

There are different ensembles used in MD simulations, a few examples are:

-‐

Microcanonical-‐fixed	
  (N,	
  V,	
  E)	
  

-‐

Canonical-‐fixed	
  (N,	
  V,	
  T)	
  

-‐

Isothermal-‐isobaric-‐fixed	
  (N,	
  P,	
  T)	
  

where N is fixed number of atoms, V is fixed volume, E is fixed energy, P is
fixed pressure and T is fixed temperature. The most commonly used ensemble
in MD is NPT, as it mimics closest to the conditions of in vivo environments.
The simulations performed in this thesis are run in the NPT ensemble, with a
constant number of atoms, N, pressure, P and temperature, T.

2.4.1

Temperature and Pressure coupling

In the NPT ensemble for MD simulations, the temperature and pressure of the
system need to be kept constant throughout the simulation. There are
different thermostats (the Berendsen thermostat [147] and the Nosé-Hoover
thermostat [148]) and barostats (the Berendsen barostats [147] and the
Parrinello-Rahamn barostat [149]) used to achieve this.

2.4.2

Thermostats

The Berendsen thermostat works with a weak-coupling scheme and is efficient
to relax the system to the target temperature. It is also good to use at the
stage of equilibration as the fluctuation of temperature of the system during
equilibration is normally bigger and hence the weak-coupling scheme allows
this greater fluctuation of temperature to the system. The advantage of using
Nosé-Hoover thermostat is that it gives a better range of distribution of the
temperatures and provides the correct ensemble for the system during
simulation.
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2.4.3

Barostats

The Berendsen barostats and the Parrinello-Rahman barostats work similarly to
their temperature coupling schemes. The Berendsen barostat works with the
same weak-coupling scheme as the Berendsen thermostat and the problem is
that the exact ensemble for the constant pressure is not well deﬁned. The
Parrinello-Rahman barostat is similar to the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, with a
strong temperature coupling scheme and gives the correct ensemble for
simulation.

2.4.4

The distance cut-off

During a MD simulation, all the non-bonded interactions are calculated
between every pair of atoms, and this is very computational expensive. A
distance cut-off is employed, which only the interactions between the atoms
within the cut-off are calculated. This is one of the reasons for employing cutoff, to reduce the computational cost. A study observed that the movement
between neighbouring atoms within the cut-off do not change significantly
over around 10 timesteps [150], so the neighbouring list taken into account of
all the atoms within the cut-off distance, the non-bonded interactions of all the
atom pairs can be updated every 5 or 10 timestep, and therefore this can lower
the computational cost by several times. Another reason is in a MD system
with PBC, distance cut-off prevents the atoms from interacting with itself
across the periodic boundary; due to this reason, the cut-off shall be no more
than half the length of the simulating cubic cell.

2.4.5

The smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) method and dispersion
correction

The energy that is omitted from the interaction between atoms outside the cutoff produces error to both the PE and the force, so the smooth PME method is
used to treat the electrostatic interaction beyond the electrostatic cut-off. The
long-range dispersion correction is the method used to treat the van der Waals
interaction outside the van der Waals cut-off.
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2.5

Setting up the MD simulations

There are two main types of MD simulations: the Atomistic (AT) MD simulation
and Coarse-grained (CG) MD simulation. The AT MD gives a high detail
simulation to the system, and CG MD gives a far less detail simulation.

2.5.1

AT MD simulations

AT MD simulations normally use two main types of force fields, the unitedatom force field and the all-atom force field. The all-atom force field, as stated
in its name, is where every atom in the system is demonstrated explicitly; as
for the united-atom force field, each of the non-polar hydrogen (e.g. hydrogens
that are bonded to carbons) is combined (united) with the corresponding
carbon that it is bonded to. The advantage of using the all-atom force field is
that all the interactions are taken into account for calculations; but one big
disadvantage is as all the atoms are considered, the amount of calculations for
the interactions between each atom pair will be huge and that is very
computationally expensive. In reality, the interaction between the non-polar
hydrogen and its bonded atom (carbon) is minimal and can be treated
implicitly. This is where the united-atom force field comes in, and its
advantage is the reduction in the computational cost. It is particularly
advantageous over the all-atom force field when it is applied to membrane
simulations because the number of atoms in lipid molecules can be reduced
significantly, due to the fact that in a normal phosphatidylcholine (PC)
membranes (e.g. DLPC, DPPC or dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC)), the
hydrogen atoms on the acyl chains are non-polar (e.g. DPPC has 130 particles
in an all-atom representation but only 50 in a united-atom representation). A
slight disadvantage of the use of united-atom force field over all-atom force
field on proteins could be that from a previous study on probing the protein
structure and dynamics in simulations, which were performed on different
protein on their own in an aqueous environment, suggested that protein
dynamics is better in all-atom force field simulations [151]. The most
commonly use united-atom force fields for PC membrane simulations include
the Berger force field [152] and mainly the united-atom GROMOS based force
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fields [153-157] as several studies have provided with data that they accurately
reproduced the experimental properties of the PC membranes.

Figure 19. Diagram showing a representation of a single DLPC lipid on three
different levels of detail. All-atom representation (left), every atom in
the DLPC lipid is shown. United-atom representation (middle), the
non-polar hydrogen atoms are not included, they are combined
(united) with the corresponding carbon they bonded to. Hydrogen
represented in white, oxygen in red, carbon in cyan, nitrogen in blue
and phosphorus in tan. Coarse-grained representation (right), every
4 heavy atoms are represented by a single bead, e.g. AT DLPC lipid
tail chain contains 12 carbons, and in CG level, it is only represented
by 3 beads.

2.5.2

CG MD simulations

CG is another way to further reduce the size and complexity of the simulation
system, which enables a longer timescale of the simulation to be studied and
also saves computation cost. The basic principles from the CG methods are
close to those for united atom force fields; CG force fields looks to group more
than one atom into one interaction site. There are several different CG force
fields and most of them have been reviewed in a previous study [158].
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The most commonly used CG force field is the MARTINI force field.

In this

force field, 4 heavy atoms are grouped into one single CG spherical particle
based to a four-to-one mapping [159]. To keep this model simple, each CG
spherical particle will only be classified into 4 main different types of
interaction sites: polar (P), nonpolar (N), apolar (C) and charged (Q). There are
two different versions of the MARTINI force field: the original MARTINI force
field and the MARTINI 2.0 force field. In the MARTINI force field, for the N and
Q types of interaction sites, they are further distinguished into 4 subtypes (d,
a, da and 0). The 4 letters represents the hydrogen bonding capabilities, d =
donor, a = acceptor, da = both and 0 = none. These subtypes allow fine-tuning
of the interaction from the atoms in the simulation. In the MARTINI 2.0 force
field, all the parameter used are the same as to the original MARTINI force
field. To allow an even more fine-tuning on the simulation interactions, the
total number of subtypes are increased from 9 to 18, which a new numbering
system indicating the degree of polarity of the main type, from 1, low polarity,
to 5, high polarity. As for ring structures, a different mapping method is also
introduced. A four-to-one mapping is considered to be inadequate to preserve
the geometry of small ring compounds, thus, 2 or 3 to 1 mapping of the ring
atoms onto CG spherical particles is used [160].
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2.6
2.6.1

System configuration and Energy minimisation
Setting up initial system coordinates

The initial coordinates for proteins are usually obtained from experimental
data. As for lipid coordinates, they are normally obtained from pre-equilibrated
bilayer from the final snapshot of a bilayer MD simulation. To perform a
protein-membrane MD simulation, the protein must be placed into the preequilibrated bilayer in an appropriate orientation, and then superimposing the
two sets of coordinates together. Unfortunately, this procedure creates a
number of protein molecules overlapping with lipids, so any lipids or solvent
molecules overlapping with the protein are deleted. However, this deletion
could cause a sizeable hole in the lipid bilayer if too much of the lipids are
deleted, which caused the lipids to pack loosely around the protein. As a
result, a long equilibration run is needed to close the gap and let the lipids
pack closely to the protein again. Manually delete the overlapping lipids could
result in asymmetric leaflets or incorrect ratio of lipids for the bilayer, which
could be a problem when running a protein membrane simulation in a
symmetric bilayer (e.g. bacterial inner membrane). Thus, specific protein
insertion techniques have been developed to embed the protein into a lipid
bilayer with intention to keep the disruption to the protein structure and the
integrity of the membrane at a minimal [161-163].

In this thesis, MATE transporter NorM was inserted into lipid bilayer using a
program called g_membed. It is part of the GROMACS simulation package that
is able to embed a protein into a membrane with minimal disruption to the
bilayer [161]. This program works by using coordinates of the protein placed
in correct orientation into a lipid bilayer and that of the pre-equilibrated lipid
bilayer. In the first stage, the protein is compressed perpendicular to the
Cartesian z-axis, along the plane of the bilayer from the coordinate file. Then a
small number of lipids and solvent molecules are deleted to create a hole
around the compressed protein. Finally, over a series of MD steps, the protein
is slowly expanded back to its original size. This allows the lipids to pack
closely around the protein and thus, the time for equilibration is shortened.
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2.6.2

Energy minimisation

Energy minimisation (EM) step is normally applied to the system before the
actual simulation is performed. The purpose of the EM step is to bring the PE
of the system close to its local minima (not guaranteed it is the global
minimum) (Figure 21) by changing the coordinates of the atoms gradually, so
the system is more equilibrated and stable for the MD simulations to start. The
steepest descent is one of the EM methods that is generally used (also used for
the simulation systems in this thesis). This method moves the energy of the
system through its energy pathway to a minimum point along that line of
gradient obtained from the force calculated from the initial position of the
system. At the minimum point, the gradient will be orthogonal to the previous
direction and the steepest descent method will again look for the minimum
point along this new line of gradient. By iterating this procedure, the energy of
the system keeps going lower and lower until a local minimum is reached. The
EM steps stop when either the number of user-defined iterations has been
achieved or the maximum PE of the system is smaller than the tolerance value.

Figure 20. Diagram showing the purpose of energy minimisation. It drives the
system closer and closer towards a minimum (left panel). One of the
problems is that energy minimisation only drives the system to a
lower energy (walking straight down hill), so most likely it only
reaches a local minimum (right panel) as it cannot move the system
over the energy barrier and reach the global minimum. The letter “S”
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stands for starting point, “M” stands for global minimum, and “LM”
stands for local minimum.

2.6.3

Initial velocities

Initial velocity of a system is derived from the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution
for a specific reference temperature. It is adjusted so that the total momentum
of the system is zero. The initial velocities and starting positions of the atoms
in the system are then used in the integrator to calculate the new velocities
and positions for the atoms in the next timestep during MD simulations.
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Chapter 3:

Oligomeric state and interaction

surfaces of the Fukutin Transmembrane
domain
3.1

Abstract

Recently, studies showed that gene mutation to genes (include fukutin-I,
fukutin protein), fukutin related protein (FKRP), LARGE, POMGnT1, POMT1, and
POMT2) have led to malfunction in the glycosylation of the αDG resulting in
congenital muscular dystrophies, such as Fukuyama congenital muscular
dystrophies (FCMD). The fukutin protein is localised to the ER or GA within the
cell where it is believed to function as a glycosyltransferase for glycosylation of
αDG. Its localisation within the cell is considered to mediate by the interaction
of its N-terminal transmembrane domain (fukutin transmembrane domain
(FK1TMD)) with the membrane of the GA. However, it remains unclear at the
molecular

level

how

this

interaction

drives

its

retention

to

these

compartments. A study on FK1TMD has shown that the residues at the Nterminus of the FK1TMD play a key role in anchoring the FK1TMD in
membranes [57]. In this chapter, both AT and CG MD simulations have been
carried out to determine the oligomeric state of the FK1TMD within a DLPC
lipid bilayer and to probe interactions that may contribute to the protein
oligomerisation, hoping to provide a better insight in the localisation the
fukutin protein within the GA. Results have revealed that the FK1TMD exists as
dimer within DLPC lipid bilayers and this is driven by interactions between a
characteristic TXXSS motif. Analysis of the protein-lipid interactions have
carried out on the simulations and they have shown that the residues at both
the N and C terminus of the FK1TMD play a key role in anchoring to the head
group of the DLPC lipids, supporting the results from a previous MD study.
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3.2
3.2.1

Introduction
The fukutin glycosyltransferase

Fukutin protein is a Golgi resident enzyme and there are strong evidence that
it acts as a glycosyltransferase in the O-linked glycosylation of an important
structural protein called αDG [22]. Indeed, patients suffering from congenital
muscular diseases, such as the Fukuyama-type muscular dystrophy, have been
identified to contain a much lower proportion of glycosylated αDG. Moreover,
it has been discovered that there is a DxD motif, which is involved in catalytic
processes, in the amino acid sequence of the fukutin globular domain [87,
164].

3.2.2

The aggregation model for localisation of Golgi resident protein

Many newly assembled proteins made during protein synthesis within a cell are
transported from the ER to different cell organelles [75, 165]. As for Golgi
resident proteins, they are retained in specific region of the Golgi cisternae
and excluded from the vesicles budding to carry them further down the
transport pathway. Several studies have shown that the signal for retention
does not lie in the cytoplasmic or lumenal domain, but predominantly in the
TMD [71, 166-169]. As mentioned earlier in chapter 1, Golgi resident protein
retention is believed to happen through the vesicular transport model and
cisternal maturation model. These proteins are then localised in specific parts
of the Golgi cisternae in response to the interaction of their TMD with the
distinct bilayer thickness between the cis and trans of the Golgi membrane via
the lipid bilayer sorting model [67].

The aggregation model is an alternate mechanism, which describes the
localisation of protein within the GA. It proposed that glycosyltransferases are
induced to form aggregates as they reach the correct Golgi compartments [91].
These protein enzymes are believed to be able to form long hetero-oligomers
by alternating interactions between their lumenal domain and TMD.
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The aggregation model is based on three assumptions. Firstly, the Golgi
enzymes are homo-dimers as the lumenal domains are bound to each other.
Secondly, the TMD are free to interact and bind to their neighbours, given that
they

share

the

same

“kin

recognition”

cisternae

which

explains

the

compartmental organisation within the Golgi stacks [75]. The third assumption
is that these hetero-oligomers formed by the binding of TMDs from the same
or different enzymes are anchored. The reason being, despite these enzyme
oligomers forming long, linear structures in the Golgi stacks to allow full
access to the oligosaccharides attached to the proteins being transported
through the cisternae, they somehow are prevented from entering these
budding vesicles. Thus, it is assumed that these oligomers are anchored to the
matrix via their cytoplasmic domains.

3.2.3

Oligomeric state of the fukutin transmembrane domain

A computational study has revealed the stability and membrane orientation of
FK1TMD, which it has shown that FK1TMD can tilt in response to different lipid
bilayer thickness to prevent hydrophobic mismatch. In addition, it provided
molecular details on several lipid-protein interactions that are responsible for
anchoring FK1TMD within the lipid bilayer [88]. Although FK1TMD is found to
be sufficient for retaining fukutin protein within the GA [57], there is still very
little information at molecular level on how this process is performed.
According to the aggregation model, TMD of Golgi enzymes contribute to the
localisation of the protein through oligomerisation. Thus, in this chapter, to
ascertain the oligomeric state of FK1TMD in lipid bilayers of a similar thickness
to those found in ER/GA, a multiscale MD study was performed on FK1TMD at
both AT and CG level reconstituted in a DLPC lipid bilayer. DLPC lipid bilayer
was used to represent a simplified version of the membranes found in ER/GA
due to the fact that the bilayer thickness of a DLPC lipid bilayer, which is
around 40.6±0.3Å [170], is similar to that of the pure lipid membranes
extracted from GA (39.5±0.4  Å) [70].
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3.2.4

Motifs for transmembrane helix-helix association

Transmembrane helix associations play an important role in folding and
oligomerisation of integral membrane proteins [171]. Several studies have
demonstrated the importance of specific motifs, including GXXXG [172],
SXXSSXXT and SXXXSSXXT motifs [173], which they can form extensive van der
Waals or polar interactions to stabilise the transmembrane helix dimer in
membranes [174-176]. A study on mutation to any one of the serine and
threonine

residues

transmembrane

to

non-polar

oligomerisation

residues

for

have

GlycophorinA

shown
hence

to

abolish

indicating

the

importance of the interactions between these residues [173]. Indeed, studies
showed that serine and threonine are the most frequently occurring polar
residues in transmembrane helices [177] and they can form inter-helical
hydrogen bonding with their backbone carbonyl groups [178]. This backbone
hydrogen bonding was seen to promote bends in the helix backbone [179],
which plays an important role in stabilising the formation of helical oligomers
and membrane protein folding (Figure 21). Thus, facilitating conformational
changes in membrane proteins. Later in the chapter, FK1TMD was observed to
form hetero-oligomers by alternating interactions between their TMD, and
interactions from a motif, the TXXSS motif, similar to SXXSSXXT motif,
interactions between serine residues are identified contributing to the
stabilisation of the FK1TMD dimer in a DLPC lipid bilayer.
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Figure 21. A diagram showing an example of two TMDs (black and blue)
oligomerise inside a lipid membrane. Studies have shown that the
majority of the interactions responsible for the oligomerisation arise
from inter-helical hydrogen bonding between serine and threonine
residues (red box region) from motifs, such as the SXXSSXXT and
SXXXSSXXT [173]. The two brown lines represent lipid head group
region. EX means extracellular side and IN means intracellular side.
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3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Generation of the FK1TMD model

A model of the 36-residue FK1TMD was created by threading the FK1TMD
sequence to an idealized α-helix using Modeller 9v7 [180]. The resulting helix
was evaluated for stereo chemical integrity using Procheck [181]. This model
was used for all of the atomistic simulations (Figure 22) and also for creating
the coarse-grained version of the FK1TMD. The FK1TMD has the following
amino acid sequence:

MSRINKNVVLALLTLTSSAFLLFQLYYYKHYLSARN

Figure 22. A α-helical representation of the FK1TMD

3.3.2

Details of the atomistic fukutin simulations

AT MD simulations were performed using GROMACS version 4.5.1 [146, 182,
183]. The simulations used the united-atom GROMOS 53A6 force field [142]
with DLPC lipid parameters adapted from the DPPC parameters provided by
Kukol [155]. Water molecules were treated explicitly using the SPC water model
[184]. 1M of sodium and chloride ions were added into the system. All lipid
and protein bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [185], and
water molecules were constrained using the SETTLE algorithm [186], allowing
for a time step of 2 fs to be used. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat, with a time
constant of 5.0 ps, was used to maintain the system pressure at 1.0 bar [149].
The Nosé-Hoover thermostat, with a time constant for the coupling of 0.5 ps,
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was used to maintain the system temperature [187]. Electrostatic interactions
used a cut-off of 0.9 nm with interactions beyond this cut-off treated using the
smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) method [188]. The van der Waals
interactions used a cut-off of 1.4 nm with a long-range dispersion correction
applied for the energy and pressure. The neighbour list was updated every 5
steps. All simulations were run for 100 ns.

3.3.3

Details of the coarse-grained fukutin simulations

All CG simulations were performed using GROMACS 4.5.1 [146, 182, 183] with
the MARTINI 2.0 CG force fields [189]. All systems involved self-assembly of a
lipid bilayer from a random configuration of lipids, ions and water as described
in previous MD studies [189-191]. The FK1TMD monomers were then inserted
into the assembled membranes so the two monomers were at the maximum
distance apart. The CG parameters for DLPC, ions and water molecules were as
described in [189]. Parameters for amino acids were as described in [190, 192,
193]. The integrity of the FK1TMD helix was retained by implementing an
elastic network model as described in [192]. The system components of each
CG and atomistic simulation are summarised in Table 1.
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3.3.4

M

Simulation
FK1TMD

a
p

System components
Lipids

Ions

Water

Temp (K)

Coarse-grained

p
2

266

0

3500

323

2

266

0

3500

323

CG_v3

2

266

0

3500

323

b CG_v4

2

266

0

3500

323

2

266

0

3500

323

2

266

11161

323

AT_v2

2

266

11161

323

AT_v3

2

266

11161

323

i

CG_v1

n CG_v2
g

a
c

CG_v5

k Atomistic
o AT_v1
f
c
o
a

454 Cl-,
446 Na+
454 Cl-,
446 Na+
454 Cl-,
446 Na+

r
Table 1. Summary of AT and CG simulations of FK1TMD in DLPC bilayers.
se-grained fukutin to atomistic representation
The atomistic model of the FK1TMD dimer was generated from the CG model
using a protocol similar to the one described by Stansfeld and Sansom [194]. A
program called Pulchra [195] was used and the backbone of the protein is
grown from the CG Cα particles, which fragments of ring structures were first
aligned to the CG particles to guide the reconstruction of the aromatic side
chains. Then after that, the remaining side chains were also added. The
visualisation of the mapping back protein can be viewed in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Diagram showing the mapping of FK1TMD dimer from a CG
representation to an AT representation. Protein backbones are
represented in yellow.

3.3.5

Mapping back of coarse-grained lipid to atomistic representation

The DLPC lipids were mapped back using an in-house reverse mapping tool,
which constructs the positions of the individual lipid atoms based solely on the
CG geometry. In the MARTINI force field, each CG spherical particle represents
4 heavy atoms. As the DLPC lipid tail is composed of 12 carbon atoms, it will
be represented by 3 GC particles. In the in-house reverse mapping tool, it
basically mapped back each of the 3 CG particles in 4 carbon atoms, in which
the DLPC lipid tail was mapped back into 12 carbon atoms in a straight chain.
The initial mapped back AT DLPC lipid bilayer did not look very similar to a
normal lipid bilayer due to the straight carbon chains (Figure 24), but after a
simple EM using steepest descent for 500 steps, the carbon chains folded back
into the correct conformation. The bilayer now visualised in Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) program [196] looked more like a typical AT DLPC lipid
bilayer.
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Figure 24. EM of the initially mapped back AT DLPC lipid bilayer. Lipid tails are
in cyan, head groups are in blue and red.

Both of the mapping back methods preserve the geometry of the protein and
lipids from the CG simulation. After the mapping back process, the separate
protein and lipid molecules can put back together into one single PDB file, and
will be ready to be used in further AT MD simulations.
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3.3.6

Analysis of the Fukutin simulations

The conformational properties of the FK1TMD were analysed using GROMACS
tools and the DSSP program [197]. The VMD program was used for
visualisation of simulation trajectories [196].
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3.4

Result and analysis

3.4.1

Coarse-grained Simulations

Two separate

FK1TMD monomers were

inserted into a

DLPC bilayer

perpendicular to the membrane plane, in parallel fashion to each other. They
were placed apart with an inter-helical distance of ~2.5 nm (Figure 25). The
minimum distance (< ~0.5 nm) between the centres of mass of the helices was
closely monitored as an indicator for the occurrence of the dimerisation
process. In each of the five simulations, a dimer was observed to form within
0.5 µs. In four out of the five simulations, a dimer was formed much earlier, at
~0.2 µs. In addition, in these four simulations, once the dimers were formed,
they remained stable as a dimer throughout the simulations. One interesting
observation to report is that in one simulation, the dimer dissociated into
individual monomers after ~0.25 µs; however, it subsequently reformed over
the next 0.1 µs and remained as a dimer throughout the rest of the simulation
afterwards (Figure 26). The parallel FK1TMD monomers were observed to
rotate in each of the simulation in order to form the dimer, such that residues
V8, L12, L13, T16, F20, F23 Y26 and Y27 were pointing towards the bilayer,
whereas residues S17 and S18 were facing inwards, and towards the dimer
interface.

Figure 25. Snapshots showing the dimerisation of two FK1TMDs. The FK1TMDs
came together to form a dimer at ~500 ns (middle panel). After
forming the dimer, the tilt angle of FK1TMD was significantly
reduced (right panel). FK1TMD are represented in red tube
representation. DLPC lipid head groups are represented in yellow
beads.
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Figure 26. Diagram showing dimer formation from a CG simulation. The panel
on the left shows the inter-helical distance as a function of time
during the five CG simulations. In each case the dimer is stable after
0.5 µs. A representative snapshots of the individual monomers at
the start of the simulation and a dimer are shown in backbone
format (purple). The image on the right shows the dimer embedded
within a DLPC lipid bilayer (lipids are green). Some residues with
high propensity to interact with lipids are shown in space-filling
format (R3 and K6 are cyan, K29 and R35 are orange)

It has been discovered in previous MD study that FK1TMD is able to avoid
hydrophobic mismatch with its surrounding lipids through its ability to tilt
appropriately according to the hydrophobic thickness of the lipid [88]. It is of
interest to explore if the ability of FK1TMD to tilt within a bilayer will be
affected by the dimerisation event.

The tilt angles of individual monomers were monitored prior to dimerisation
with respect to the bilayer plane. The average tilt angle of FK1TMD monomer
over the five simulations is 38.8 ± 1.6°, which is close to the value reported
from a previous MD study, 39.0 ± 1.5° in DLPC bilayer [88]. Interestingly, the tilt
angle for the individual FK1TMD is substantially reduced to 18.0 ± 0.8° after

€
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dimerisation. The tilt angles of the FK1TMD dimer were calculated in each time
step (0.04 ns) and they are represented in a histogram (Figure 27). From this
result, the ability to tilt within a lipid bilayer is affected by dimerisation with
one possible explanation that one face of each helix is presumed to be
involved in the protein-protein interactions. Thus, not being available for
protein-lipid interactions near the head group region of the bilayer (Figure 26).
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Figure 27. A histogram showing the frequency of the tilt angle occurred in
each of the 5 CG FK1TMD dimer simulations. Tilt angles were
calculated in each time step of the simulations, which is 0.04 ns.

3.4.2

Specific protein-lipid interactions

Analysis on protein-lipids interactions was performed in order to gain an
understanding of the molecular interactions that play a role in anchoring the
FK1TMD dimer within the lipid bilayer. Previous MD study has shown that when
FK1TMD monomer is placed in DLPC and other lipids, residues R3 and K6 at
the N-terminal and K29, R35 and N36 at the C-terminal have the greatest
propensity to interact with lipid head group molecules [88]. In the current
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study, the simulations exhibited similar patterns of protein-lipid (head group)
interactions (where “interaction” is defined as r < 0.6 nm). In all of the
simulations, residues R3 and K6 at the N-terminal accounted for ~13% of all
the protein-lipid interactions. On the other end of FK1TMD, residues K29, R35
and N36 together had made up ~12% of all the protein-lipid interactions. These
results provided evidence that these residues are likely to be responsible for
anchoring the dimer in the membrane. By taking a closer look at the proteinlipid interactions, most of them were formed between the phosphate moiety of
the lipid head group and amino acid side chains. Thus, it is likely that residues
R3, K6, K29, R35 and N36 are responsible for providing stability for the dimer
by anchoring the dimer in the membrane.

3.4.3

Atomistic simulations of FK1TMD dimer

In order to further investigate and explore the conformational stability and
dynamics of the FK1TMD dimer, it was converted back to atomistic details
following a protocol that has been used from a previous MD study [194]
(Figure 23). AT MD simulations are detailed and in higher resolution in terms
of providing the specific protein-protein interactions that play a role in
stabilising the dimer. The position coordinates of all the atoms from the
proteins and lipids in the system were preserved from the CG mapping back to
AT process. Three independent AT MD simulations, each of duration of 100 ns,
were performed to refine the protein-protein interface of the FK1TMD dimer.

3.4.4

Structural stability of FK1TMD

The helices remained in parallel orientation with respect to each other, which
is in agreement with the observation from CG simulations. There were some
unfolding observed at both termini (~3 residues) by visual inspection, but
otherwise the helices were generally stable throughout the simulation. The
secondary structure was quantitatively evaluated with the DSSP code [197],
which confirmed the presence of stable α-helices throughout the simulations
(Figure 28 to 31). One interesting observation is that when FK1TMD dimerised,
there is a kink near S17 and S18 showed on the DSSP plot but not from the
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fukutin monomer simulation (Figure 28). The kink observed could be the result
of the aggregation model mentioned earlier in the chapter, which the model
suggest the lumenal domains of the Golgi resident protein can interact as well
as their TMD. The interaction between the lumenal domains of the proteins will
create problem to the oligomerisation of TMD as the proteins will be difficult
to accommodate themselves on the surface of the membranes due to their
size. Thus, the kink could be the solution that provides the space for TMD to
oligomerise as well as for the lumenal domain to interact with each other. And
from the DSSP plot, the C-terminal of the FK1TMD became unstructured (Figure
29 to 31), this indicates that there is degree of flexibility to that region (near
the Stalk region), which could contribute to provide the spaces needed for the
interaction between the catalytic domains of these Golgi resident proteins.
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Figure 28. Top panel shows a schematic view of the fukutin protein inside a GA
membrane. Two brown lines represent the lipid head group region.
EX means extracellular side and IN means intracellular side. Bottom
panel is a representative DSSP plot showing the secondary structure
assignments of a fukutin monomer as a function of time within a
DMPC bilayer at 310K for 50 ns from a previous study [88].
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Figure 29. A representative DSSP plots showing the secondary structure
assignments of the two FK1TMD for each residue as a function of
time in simulation AT_v1.
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Figure 30. A representative DSSP plots showing the secondary structure
assignments of the two FK1TMD for each residue as a function of
time in simulation AT_v2.
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Figure 31. A representative DSSP plots showing the secondary structure
assignments of the two FK1TMD for each residue as a function of
time in simulation AT_v3.
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3.4.5

Protein-protein interactions of FK1TMD

Analysis of protein-protein interactions was carried out to calculate the number
of interactions between residues of the FK1TMD helices. The distance between
the amino acid residues that define to be interacting with each other is ≤ 0.35
nm. From the simulations, the most consistent interactions arose from
interactions at the TXXSS motif, between residues S17-S18 and S18-S18 (Figure

€

32), where they formed hydrogen bonds for up to ~79% of the simulations
(Table 2). The hydrogen bonds were formed between the hydroxyl groups of
the amino acid side chains on both FK1TMD. Even though interactions within
the TXXSS motif were present most of the time during all three simulations,
there were times where interactions were not observed. This indicates there is
some flexibility in this region. In addition, the close proximity of residues S17
and S18, in comparison with the other helix residues, caused the dimer to kink
slightly in this motif, nearing the centre of the helices, which appears in the
the DSSP plot (Figure 29). As for residue T16, its side chain was observed to
point away from the helix-helix interface, thus this residue did not contribute
to the dimerisation. Finally, hydrogen bonding interactions or salt bridges was
not observed at either dimer terminus in all three simulations.
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Figure 32. Inter-helix interactions of residues S17 and S18. The plot on the left
shows the distance between these residues as a function of time in
the three atomistic simulations. A representative snapshot of the
dimer backbone (purple) is shown on the right. Residues S17 and
S18 are shown in space-filling format (carbon atoms are cyan,
nitrogen atoms are blue, oxygen atoms are red and polar hydrogen
atoms are white). The same residues are shown close-up in stick
representation in the bottom right panel, with hydrogen bonds
shown in green.

Residue in

Residue in

Helix 1

Helix 2

Percentage of simulation in which present
Simulation 1

Simulation 2

Simulation 3

T14

1.19

78.14

0

T16

0

0

0

S17

0

1.05

0

T14
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T16

S17

S18

0

1.95

0

T14

0.15

0

0

T16

0

0

0

S17

0

0

0

S18

0

0

0

T14

11.46

0

0

T16

0

0

0

S17

1.49

0.15

0.14

S18

57.74

73.65

1.43

T14

0.89

0

0

T16

0

0

0

S17

78.87

61.98

26.26

S18

55.65

54.79

13.47

S18

Table 2. A summary of the inter-helix hydrogen bonding interactions between
residues

in

the

TXXSS

motif

simulations
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during

the

atomistic

FK1TMD

3.4.6

Protein-lipid interactions in AT-level detail

AT simulations allow a more detailed representation of the protein-lipid
contacts that had been discovered in CG simulations. From the AT simulations,
in agreement with the CG simulations, around a quarter of all interactions
between FK1TMD and lipid head groups, such as hydrogen bonding and
charge-charge interactions, were observed to come from amino acid residues
R3, K6, Y26-28, K29, R35 and N36. In which, ~13% of all the protein-lipid
interactions come from residues Y26-28, the YYY motif. The guanidinium and
amino moieties of the arginine and lysine residues, respectively, were observed
to orientate themselves such that they were pointing towards the phosphate
groups of the DLPC lipids (Figure 33). Whereas in the YYY motif, the hydroxyl
group from the phenol ring of the tyrosine residues have been observed to
orientate

themselves

to

form

hydrogen-binding

interactions

with

the

phosphate group and carbonyl of DLPC lipids (Figure 34). Individual lipids were
observed to be interacting with protein (where interaction is defined as lipidprotein distance < 0.35 nm), forming electrostatic and hydrogen bonding
interactions for up to 40 ns (Figure 35). All of the residues R3, K6, Y26-28,
K29, R35 and N26 were observed to participate in hydrogen bonding with lipid
head groups.
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Figure 33. Diagram showing examples of lipid–protein interactions. The
interaction on the left shows an electrostatic interaction between the
guanidinium group R3 of a FK1TMD and a phosphate group of a
DLPC lipid molecule. The panel on the right shows a hydrogen bond
interaction between N5 of a FK1TMD and a phosphate group of a
DLPC lipid.

Figure 34. Diagram showing protein-lipid interactions between Y26, Y27 and
DLPC lipids. The hydroxyl group from the phenol ring of the tyrosine
residues were observed to form hydrogen-binding interactions (red
81

dotted line) with the carbonyl group (left panel) and phosphate
group (right panel) of DLPC lipids.

Figure 35. Graph showing the lifetime of individual protein-lipid interactions.
The plot shows the distance between selected residues side chains
and lipid phosphate moieties as a function of time. The dashed
black line represents a distance of 0.35 nm.
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3.5
3.5.1

Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion

From both the AT and CG simulations, the amino acid residues identified to
anchor FK1TMD to the bilayer include R3, K6, Y26-28, K29, R35 and N36.
These residues are found near both termini of FK1TMD, where they engaged in
hydrogen bonding and charge-charge interaction with lipid head groups.
Charged residues R3, K6, K29 and R35 formed hydrogen bonds and chargecharge interactions with lipid head groups. While for Y26-28 (YYY motif) and
N36, only hydrogen bonding with lipid head groups was observed. The results
suggest that these interactions are crucial in providing a stable anchor for
FK1TMD within a bilayer. With FK1TMD tilted appropriately with respect to the
hydrophobic thickness of lipid bilayers, the formation of FK1TMD dimer
resulted in a significant reduction in the tilt of the helices with respect to the
bilayer normal. The inter-helix hydrogen bonding and a minor reduction in the
width of the hydrophobic membrane spanning domain of FK1TMD, which arose
from the formation of kink at the TXXSS motif can be the explanation for the
loss of the ability for the helix to tilt as residues were involved in proteinprotein interactions and therefore causing the loss of electrostatic and
hydrogen bonding interactions between the protein and lipids. The major interhelical hydrogen bonding region is found to be in the TXXSS motif, which
contributes the most to the stability of the FK1TMD dimer in the bilayer. This
result is in agreement with a study on motifs such as the SXXSSXXT and
SXXXSSXXT, which similar to TXXSS motif, plays an important role in promoting
interactions between transmembrane helices through interactions between
threonine or serine residues [173].

To conclude, the CG and AT simulations results determined that FK1TMD can
form a dimer in DLPC lipid bilayers, with major contributions from the TXXSS
motif to maintain the dimeric state. In addition, polar residues near each end
of the FK1TMD dimer, which involves a YYY motif, was discovered to form
charge-charge and hydrogen-binding interactions with DLPC lipid phosphate
groups to anchored the dimer inside the bilayer. Secondly, FK1TMD dimers
were observed to tilt rather than forming disruptions to the bilayer when trying
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to avoid hydrophobic mismatch. And finally, although the dimer was able to
tilt, but the extent of the tilting was reduced significantly after dimerisation,
presumably due to fewer residues being exposed to the hydrophobic core of
the bilayer.
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3.6

On-going and Future work

There are several key aspects as a future direction for study of FK1TMD.
Firstly, with the dimeric state of FK1TMD in DLPC bilayer being determined,
higher oligomeric species have been involved in the retention of other proteins
within ER/GA, it is only natural to extend this study further by looking for
higher oligomeric state of FK1TMD. Secondly, DLPC bilayer was used in the
current study, with zwitterionic PC head groups, which carry no net charge.
The GA membrane is a complex membrane composed of multiple different
types of lipids, it is of interest to probe how its oligomeric state can be
affected in response to different lipid compositions, in particular with
negatively charged PS and PI lipids. On-going simulations systems involving
different lipid type and multiple FK1TMD have been set up and are ready to
run (Table 3).
Simulation

System components
FK1TMD in

Lipids

Ions

Water

System temperature (K)

3

266

0

3500

323

4

266

0

3500

323

2

266

0

3500

323

3

266

0

3500

323

4

266

0

3500

323

2

266

0

3500

323

3

266

0

3500

323

4

266

0

3500

323

system
Coarsegrained
CG_DLPC

CG_DPPE

CG_DPPS

Table 3. CG simulations with multiple FK1TMD in different type of
lipids
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An MD study on monomeric FK1TMD embedded into a realistic mixture of
lipids approximating a GA membrane composition has indicated that PIP2
lipids tends to aggregate around the N-terminal of FK1TMD [88], hence it will
be interesting to simulate FK1TMD dimer or higher oligomers in a PIP2 mixed
lipid bilayer (e.g. DLPC + PIP2) to determine whether this clustering can affect
the oligomeric ability of FK1TMD. In addition, with the TXXSS motif being
identified as the major region in contributing to stabilising the FK1TMD dimer,
a mutation to the serine residues of this motif (S17 and S18) can be used to
ascertain its role. It will be very intriguing to find out if mutation to this TXXSS
motif could affect the oligomerisation of FK1TMD and hopefully to provide
some insights into how this could lead to mislocalisation of fukutin protein
within GA.

In this chapter, AT and CG MD simulations have successfully demonstrated the
properties and oligomeric state of a simple helical peptide, FK1TMD, in lipid
bilayer environment. In the next chapter, MD simulations are used to probe
how specific drug molecules and ions interactions affect the structural
rearrangements of a more complex, multi-helix membrane protein from the
MATE transporter family called NorM.
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Chapter 4:

Atomistic MD Simulations of

NorM MATE Transporter from N.
gonorrhoeae: Drug and Ion Binding
4.1

Abstract

The multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) transporters extrude a
wide variety of substrates, including toxic metabolites and antimicrobial drugs,
out of both mammalian and bacterial cells using the electrochemical gradient
of protons and cations across the membrane. The extrusion of substrates
contributes to the multidrug resistance in both mammalian and bacterial cells
and therefore, it is extremely important from a biomedical perspective. While
specific residues of the protein are known to be responsible for the extrusion
of solutes, mechanistic details and structures of all the conformational states
remain elusive. In this chapter, the first simulation study of the recently
resolved X-ray crystal structure of the MATE transporter, NorM from Neisseria
gonorrheae (NorM_NG) is reported. Multiple atomistic simulations of the
unbound and bound forms of NorM in a phospholipid lipid bilayer have
allowed the nature of the drug-protein/ion-protein interactions to be identified.
Secondly, it allowed us to determine how these interactions contribute to the
conformational

rearrangements

of

the

protein.

In

particular

molecular

rearrangements were observed to enable the Na+ ion to enter the cationbinding cavity even in the presence of a bound drug molecule. This includes
side chain flipping of a key residue, GLU261 from pointing towards the central
cavity to pointing towards the cation binding side when bound to a Na+ ion.
The simulations also provide support for cation binding in the drug-bound and
apo states of NorM_NG.
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4.2

Introduction

Multidrug resistance has been a serious concern for the past decades, and one
of the major contributors are bacterial multidrug transporters. They possess
the ability to extrude antibiotics and other toxic compounds from within
bacterial cells to the external milieu. One example is the methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus, which caused ~19,000 deaths per year in the United
States [198]. Thus, multidrug resistance is causing a distressing problem for
worldwide public healthcare [26].

Multidrug transporters are divided into five main groups [92]: the major
facilitator superfamily (MFS) [99], the small multidrug resistance (SMR) family
[102], the resistance nodulation cell division (RND) family, the ATP binding
cassette (ABC) family [109] and the multidrug and toxic compound extrusion
(MATE) family. The MATE family is the latest to be identified, and thus the last
to be included into the multidrug efflux transporter families [114]. MATE
transporters are widely distributed across all kingdoms of living organisms,
including humans, bacteria and plants, but only 24 out of all the identified
MATE proteins are functionally characterised [125]. MATE transporters are
secondary transport systems that use the difference in the electrochemical
potential of proton or Na+ ions across the membrane to drive drug transport.
Most of the MATE transporters identified in bacteria, including NorM from
Vibrio cholera (NorM_VC) [129], NorM from Vibrio parahaemolyticus (NorM_VP)
[126], and NorM from Neisseria gonorrheae (NorM_NG) [128], export drug
molecules out of cell through Na+ ion exchange.

4.2.1

First X-ray crystal structure of MATE

First X-ray crystal structure of NorM determined is NorM_VC at a resolution of
3.65 Å in its outward-facing ion-bound state, drug-free state (PDB accession
code: 3MKT). A previous MD study by Vanni et. al. [132] revealed that several
hydrophobic residues in the outer parts of TM 1 & 2 and TM 7 & 8 formed
direct interactions with each other and extruded water molecules from the
lumen, which caused a loss in the V-shape of the NorM_VC extracellular
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vestibules [132]. As a result, water and Na+ ions can only access the cationbinding site within the protein through a narrow permeation pathway. In
addition, Vanni and co-workers also suggested that there are two distinct
modes of Na+ ion binding (competitive and simultaneous) in the cation-binding
site, which can be crucial for inducing the conformational change from the
outward-facing to the inward-facing state. Another MD study by Song et. al.
[199] on NorM_VC, in agreement with Vanni et. al. [132], showed evidence to
support the loss of the vestibule V-shape [199]. In addition, they studied on
the di-Na+ binding to NorM_VC cation-binding site and made a comparison
between the mono- and di-Na+ binding behaviour. They investigated how the
difference in the binding within the cation-binding site can play a part in the
conformational change of NorM_VC from its outward-facing to the inwardfacing conformation. Interestingly, they suggested the cation-binding site of
NorM_VC can bind up to two Na+ ions. They showed that mono-Na+ binding
narrows the water permeation pathway and expels the water due to the
movement of TM4 and TM6 towards other TMs. The distance between TM4 and
TM8 were monitored and showed they stayed further apart in di-Na+ binding
than mono-Na+ binding, with stable water wires for the water pathway. This
suggests the di-Na+ binding helps NorM_VC to convert to inward-facing
conformation for substrate uptake. Furthermore, a mutation study was carried
out on residue ASP371 to ascertain this two-ion-binding event and they
proposed that two ions present in the cation-binding site are likely to be
needed in the transporting process.
	
  
4.2.2

The NorM_NG X-ray crystal structure

In this chapter, the focus will be on NorM_NG. The crystal structure was
resolved at ~3.6 Å, and the overall structure of NorM_NG crystal structure is in
its outward-facing conformation, similar to that of NorM_VC. NorM_NG was
resolved with a drug molecule, tetraphenylphosphonium (TPP), present in the
central cavity of the protein (accession code: 4HUK, 4HUM, 4HUN) and one of
the structures also contains a Na+ ion present in the cation-binding site (Figure
36) [200]. In a previous study, superimposition of the NorM_VC X-ray crystal
structure, which represents a cation-bound and drug-free state, with the
NorM_NG crystal structure (drug-bound and cation-free state) revealed that
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helices TM 7 and TM 8 moved ~0.6 nm away from central cavity, towards helix
TM 10 [200]. It has been hypothesised that the binding of Na+ to the cationbinding site, which is located at the C-terminal end of the protein, formed by
residues GLU261, TYR294 and ASP377 from TM7, TM8 and TM10 respectively,
could play a role in this conformational rearrangement of the TM helices.
These structures combined with the NorM_VC structures enabled Lu et. al.
[130] to propose an antiport mechanism of transport, in which there are six
distinct states; three in each of the outward-facing and inward-facing
conformations (Figure 37).
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Figure 36. Top panel is a schematic view of TM topology of NorM_NG,
demonstrating the pseudo 2-fold symmetry structural relationships.
TM 1–2 is blue, TM 3 is orange, TM 4–5 is green, TM 6 is silver, TM
7–8 is red, TM 9 is pink, TM 10–11 is yellow and TM12 is purple.
Loops 3-4, 6-7 and 9-10 are coloured cyan to represent a higher
flexibility in these regions. Middle panel is a view from the side of
NorM_NG crystal structure. The bottom panel is a view from the
periplasmic side. The amino (1-6 TM helices) and carboxyl (7-12 TM
helices) terminals are coloured green and yellow respectively. The
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drug molecule (TPP) is red. Three amino acid residues GLU261,
TYR294 and ASP377 are coloured blue representing the cationbinding site.

Figure

37.

Schematic

diagram

showing

the

entire

proposed

antiport

mechanism. Initially the protein in its outward-facing, drug-bound,
ion-free state (accession codes: 4HUK, 4HUM and 4HUN) (Stage 1)
takes in Na+ ions from the extracellular side, mediated by residues
GLU261 and TYR294. Once the Na+ ion is in the cation-binding site
(Stage

2),

a

conformational

change

occurs.

TM7

and

TM8

(represented by thick red stick) move towards TM10 (represented by
thin red stick), which in turn enables residue ASP377 to form an
electrostatic interaction with the Na+ ion. This conformational
rearrangement results in disruption of protein-drug interactions,
specifically those involving residues PHE265, GLN284 and SER288.
This triggers the extrusion of the bound drug (represented in
orange bead) into the periplasmic space (Stage 3). After the drug is
extruded, the ion-bound, drug free transporter (3MKT) undergoes a
more substantial conformational rearrangement to the inward-facing
state (Stage 4), from which it can capture another drug molecule.
Upon drug binding, TM7 and TM8 move back to the central cavity
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(Stage 5), followed by release of the Na+ ion from the binding site
into the cytoplasm (Stage 6). The drug-bound, ion-free transporter
then

rearranges

into

the

outward-facing

conformation

that

completes the mechanistic cycle. Brown line represents the lipid
head group region and yellow line represents TM1 and TM2.

Despite a reasonably plausible and elegant mechanism being put forward, the
structure of NorM_NG still raise some questions concerning the outward-facing
phase of the proposed antiport mechanism. Firstly, the main difference for the
crystal structure of NorM_NG from NorM_VC is the presence of a drug molecule
in the central cavity of the protein. All simulation studies up-to-date suggested
Na+ ions moves into the cation-binding site through a narrow permeation
pathway without the drug molecule present in the central cavity. Thus, the
effects of the drug on ion binding remains unclear and the drug may in fact
provides an obstacle for the passage of Na+ ion into the cation-binding site.
Secondly, the X-ray crystal structure reported to date only revealed specific
conformational states at different stage of the transport cycle of the antiport
mechanism (Figure 37). Indeed the precise conformational rearrangement
events that provide the transitions between these states are still unclear. In
addition, a previous MD study have proposed a possible two ion-binding mode
to NorM_VC which contribute to the conformational change from the outwardfacing to inward-facing, and this binding mode is not yet been reported to
happen in NorM_NG.

To answer these questions, multiple AT MD simulations of NorM_NG in a POPC
lipid bilayer were performed. The results have demonstrated molecular-level
details of drug and ion binding to NorM_NG and provide further evidence to
support the proposed antiport mechanism in which drug extrusion from the
outward-facing state is initiated by the ion-binding event in the final phase of
the transport cycle. To ascertain if the two-ion binding mode exists in
NorM_NG, three extra simulations were performed, with one Na+ ion initially
present in the cation-binding site, and then another Na+ ion being manually
placed into the cation-binding site to mimic a two-ion binding mode to explore
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the stability and dynamics of this event. Finally, six more simulations using a
different force field were performed on NorM_VC for direct comparison.
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4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Obtaining the structure of NorM_NG and NorM_VC

The X-ray crystal structures of NorM_NG and NorM_VC were obtained from the
PDB with the accession codes, 4HUK and 3MKT, respectively [129, 200].
Parameters for the TPP drug were obtained using automated topology builder
(ATB) [201]. The proteins were embedded into a POPC lipid bilayer using the
GROMACS utility g_membed [161].

4.3.2

Details of the AT MD simulations on NorM_NG

Atomistic simulations were performed using GROMACS version 4.5.1 [146,
182, 183]. The simulations used the united-atom GROMOS 54A7 force field
[202] with POPC lipids adapted from the Berger parameters [152]. Water
molecules were treated explicitly using the SPC water model [184]. 502 POPC
lipids, 30739 water molecules were present in the simulation systems with a
simulation box size of 12.5 x 12.5 x 10 nm in the x, y and z dimensions
respectively. The equivalent of 100 mM of sodium and chloride ions were
added to the simulation systems. Additional ions were added to ensure all
systems were charge neutral. Ionisable side chains were modelled in their
default states at neutral pH. All lipid and protein bonds were constrained using
the LINCS algorithm [185] and waters were constrained using the SETTLE
algorithm [186], allowing for a time step of 2 fs to be used. Energy
minimisation was performed using the steepest descent algorithm for 1000
steps to remove any overlapping atoms. Position restraints with 1000 kJ mol-1
nm-2 were applied to the Cα of the protein for the first 10 ns of certain
simulations (see Table 4) to allow a re-equilibration of the solvent around the
protein. The Nosé–Hoover thermostat, with a time constant for the coupling of
0.5 ps, was used to maintain the system temperature at 298K [187]. The
Parrinello-Rahman barostat, with a time constant of 5.0 ps, was used to
maintain the system pressure at 1.0 bar [149]. Electrostatic interactions used a
cut-off of 1 nm with interactions beyond this cutoff treated using the smooth
particle mesh Ewald (PME) method [188]. The van der Waals interactions also
used a cut-off of 1 nm with a long-range dispersion correction applied for the
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energy and pressure. The neighbour list was updated every 5 steps. The
components of all the simulations are summarised in Table 4. All the
simulations were performed on the Iridis-4 supercomputer at the University of
Southampton. DSSP and GROMACS tools were used to determine the
conformation properties of the NorM_NG [197]. Visualisation of simulation
trajectories was conducted in VMD [196]. An additional set of simulations was
performed to study the effect of the charge state of residues GLU261 and
ASP377, where ProtE261_D377v1-3 refer to simulations in which both GLU261
and ASP377 are protonated. Finally, the D41A mutant was also simulated
(Mutant_D41Av1-3),

given

that

experimental

data

showed

this

mutant

completely abolished transport activity [200]. Three independent simulations
of each protonated system and the mutant were performed.

Simulation	
  

First	
  10	
  

Drug	
  present	
  in	
  

100mM	
  NaCl	
  

time	
  

ns	
  with	
  

central	
  cavity	
  of	
  

present	
  in	
  bulk	
  of	
  

Simulation	
  

(nanosecond)	
  

RES*	
  

protein	
  

system	
  

unbound_v1	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

unbound_v2	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

unbound_v3	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

bound_v1	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

bound_v2	
  

210	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

bound_v3	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

unbound_ion_v1	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

unbound_ion_v2	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  	
  

Yes	
  

unbound_ion_v3	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

bound_ion_v1	
  

500	
  	
  

Yes	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

bound_ion_v2	
  

500	
  	
  

Yes	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
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bound_ion_v3	
  

500	
  

Yes	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

bound_ion_v4	
  

200	
  	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

bound_ion_v5	
  

200	
  	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

bound_ion_v6	
  

200	
  	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

500	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

200	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

200	
  	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

3	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Mutant_D41A_v1	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Mutant_D41A_v2	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Mutant_D41A_v3	
  

210	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

bound_two_ion_v
1	
  
bound_two_ion_v
2	
  
bound_two_ion_v
3	
  
ProtE261_D377_v
1	
  
ProtE261_D377_v
2	
  
ProtE261_D377_v

Table 4. Table of all the NorM_NG AT simulations performed
*Positional restraints were applied on the Cα atoms of the protein for the first
10 ns
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4.3.3

Details of the AT MD simulations on NorM_VC

The NorM_VC structures [129] were obtained from the PDB website (accession
code 3MKT & 3MKU). Simulations were performed (Table 5) as per the details
provided in the main text bar with a few modifications described below. The
AMBER99SB-ILDN force field [203] in combination with the Berger lipid force
field [152] modified for POPC [204-206] was used for the simulations. The
Berger force field parameters used contained the correct van der Waals
parameters for the LOS atom type and the extra dihedrals around the doublebond of the oleoyl tail [133]. To combine these two force fields with GROMACS
version 4.5, an extension of the half-ε double-pairlist method [207] was
employed. Single-point energy calculations were performed for the protein and
the membrane using the two original force fields and the combined force field
to ensure that the combination using the extended half-ε double-pairlist
method had been performed accurately (results not shown). The combination
of AMBER protein and Berger lipid force fields has been shown previously to
behave well [145], however in this previous work it was not clear how the
combination rules for the van der Waals interactions were treated between the
protein and lipid. To ensure faithful reproduction of the original lipid
parameters, van der Waals interactions between lipid atom types were
explicitly defined using the geometric mean (as done previously). In addition,
van der Waals interactions between the protein and the lipid were also
explicitly defined using geometric combination rules. This allowed the
application of geometric combination rules for the lipid-lipid and lipid-protein
van der Waals interactions, while maintaining the usual Lorentz-Berthelot
combination rules for the protein-protein van der Waals interactions. This was
done so as to replicate the approach taken in the (to date) more frequently
used combination of all-atom OPLS-AA/L protein force field (which uses
geometric combination rules) and Berger lipid force field. The TIP3P water
model [208] was used in these simulations. Van der Waals and Coulombic
interactions were truncated at 1.0 nm with the neighbour list was extended to
1.05 nm. These cut-offs were chosen so as to replicate the parameters used in
the original AMBER99SB-ILDN force field publication [203]. These simulation
parameters will also perform well for POPC simulations using the Berger force
field [133]. Six simulations of NorM_VC were performed for 1 µs, (three of
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them only ran to 370 ns) using different, randomly assigned, starting
velocities.
Simulation	
  

Drug	
  present	
  in	
  

100mM	
  NaCl	
  

time	
  

First	
  10	
  ns	
  

central	
  cavity	
  of	
  

present	
  in	
  bulk	
  

Simulation	
  

(nanosecond)	
  

with	
  RES*	
  

protein	
  

of	
  system	
  

3MKT_apo_v1	
  

370	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

3MKT_apo_v2	
  

370	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

3MKT_apo_v3	
  

370	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

3MKU_v1	
  

1000	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

3MKU_v2	
  

1000	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

3MKU_v3	
  

1000	
  

Yes	
  

No	
  

No	
  

Table 5. Table of all the NorM_VC AT simulations performed

*Positional	
  restraints	
  were	
  applied	
  on	
  the	
  Cαs	
  atoms	
  of	
  the	
  protein	
  for	
  the	
  first	
  10	
  ns
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4.4
4.4.1

Results and discussion
Structural drift and fluctuations

The structural drift of the protein Cα atoms were measured via root meansquare deviation (RMSD) from the initial starting structure of NorM_NG to
explore the conformational stability throughout multiple simulations. The
RMSD reached plateau value between ~50 to 100 ns in all of the simulations,
with greatest deviation observed in loops 3–4 and 9–10, and TM helices 1–12
being the most stable secondary structural elements (Figure 38 to 40). In loops
3–4, 6–7and 9–10, the RMSD plateau at a value of ~0.5 nm after ~20 ns, but
helices TM1–12 remained at ~0.2–0.3 nm throughout the 200 ns simulations
(Figure 38 to 40). These vast differences in the RMSDs between loops 3–4, 6–7
and 9–10 and other loops indicate a greater degree of flexibility in the former
(Figure 36), which encouragingly, in agreement with a previous MD simulation
study, suggests the flexibility in loops 3–4 and 9–10 could arise from these
loops and possibly play an important role in the process of drug extrusion
[200].

Figure 38. Cα root mean square deviation of the NorM loops Cα of (A)
simulation unbound v1, (B) simulation unbound v2, (C) simulation
unbound v3 and root mean square deviation of NorM TM 1-12 of (D)
simulation unbound v1, (E) unbound v2 and (F) unbound v3. The
corresponding colours to the lines on the graph are shown in the
legend on the right.
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Figure 39. Cα root mean square deviation of the NorM loops Cα of (A)
simulation bound v1, (B) bound v2 and (C) bound v3. Root mean
square deviation of NorM TM 1-12 of (D) simulation bound v1, (E)
bound v2 and (F) bound v3. The corresponding colours to the lines
on the graph are shown in the legend on the right.

Figure 40. Cα root mean square deviation of the NorM loops of (A) simulation
unbound_ion v1, (B) unbound_ion v2 and (C) unbound_ion v3. Root
mean square deviation of NorM TM 1-12 of (D) simulation
unbound_ion v1, (E) unbound_ion v2 and (F) unbound_ion v3. The
corresponding colours to the lines on the graph are shown in the
legend on the right.
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The structural drift of Cα atoms of the two TM bundles of NorM, TM 1-6 and
TM 7-12 were measured using RMSD from the starting structure of TM 1-6
(Figure 41). The RMSD reached plateau value ~50 ns when TM1-6 were fitted
on themselves with the greatest RMSD value of ~0.45 nm. Overall, the RMSD
values of TM7-12 fitting on TM1-6 plateaued at a higher value than TM1-6
fitting onto TM1-6. This showed there is flexibility in the conformational drift
between the two TM bundles in NorM_NG. This could be due to the fact that
there are different functions in terms of ion and drug binding properties
between the TMs in the two bundles, one example is that the cation-binding
site is located in the carboxyl-bundle of the protein (TM7-12).

Figure 41. Cα root mean square deviation of the NorM TM1-6 and TM7-12 with
respect to the initial structure of TM1-6 from unbound_v1-v3
simulations.

Block analysis [209] of the RMSD values over the final 50 ns of the simulations
was performed and showed that the standard error of the mean converged for
block sizes of > 20 ns, indicating converged trajectories (Figure 42).
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Figure 42. Block analysis showing the estimate of the standard errors of the
block means for NorM (graph on the left) loop 3-4 and (graph on the
right) loop 9-10 for 9 simulations of 200 ns (shown in box between
the two graphs).

Frame-to-frame RMSD analysis was carried out to probe the average
conformation of the protein throughout the simulations and revealed that even
after 210 ns of simulations, the overall three-dimensional architecture of the
protein continued to undergo conformational drift (Figure 43), suggesting that
there may be more than one energetically favoured state. In addition, to
further support this hypothesis, simulations of NorM_VC (multiple repeats
including simulations using a different force field for lengths up to 1

µ s (Table

5)) were performed, and the frame-to-frame RMSD also revealed the continued
increase in protein conformational drift (Figure 44).

€
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Figure 43. Frame-to-frame Cα RMSD graph showing the difference in the TM
conformations of NorM_NG (A) simulations apo_v1 against apo_v2,
(C) simulations holo_v1 against holo_v2, and the difference in the
conformation for the amino acid residues that are within 10 Å of the
cation-binding site in (B) simulations apo_v2 against apo_v3 and (D)
simulations holo_v2 against holo_v3. Colour scheme for the RMSD is
indicated at the bottom of figure.
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Figure 44. Frame-to-frame Cα RMSD graph showing the difference in the TM
conformations of NorM_NG in (A) simulations apo_ion_v1, (B)
apo_ion_v2, (C) apo_ion_v3; of NorM_VC in (D) 3MKU_v1, (E)
3MKU_v2 and (F) 3MKU_v3. Colour scheme for the RMSD is indicated
at the bottom of figure.

After the equilibration step, position restraints were removed from the protein
backbone atoms. Interestingly, in agreement with two previous MD simulation
studies [132, 199], partial collapse of the V-shape extracellular vestibule of
NorM_NG was observed after 10 ns of simulation in two out of the three
unbound simulations (Figure 45). Secondary structure of the proteins was
determined using the DSSP analysis code [197] and the results showed that the
TMs retained their

α -helical conformation throughout the simulations (Figure

48) and it is not affected by the collapse of V-shape extracellular vestibule.
With

the €frame-to-frame

RMSD

suggested

the

protein

still

undergo

conformational drift after 210 ns of simulations, additional analysis was
performed to ascertain if there were any conformational rearrangements
around the region of the protein incorporated into drug and ion binding [130].
Amino acid residues within 10 Å of the cation-binding site (Figure 46) were
listed to perform the addition frame-to-frame RMSD analysis (Table 6). The
analysis results revealed that these regions were not subjected to structural
drift over the timescale of the simulations (Figure 43). Thus, providing
confidence that the continuous changes in protein conformation were not
impacting upon the observed drug and ion interactions.
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Figure 45. Top panel shows a structure of NorM_NG, the distance of the Vshape vestibule was calculated by using the centre of mass of the amino acid
residues in TM1+2 (blue) and TM7+8 (red). Bottom panel is a graph showing
the distance of the V-shape vestibule with respect to time in unbound_v1-v3
simulations. The blue line represents the distance of the V-shape vestibules in
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the X-ray crystal structure of NorM_NG. The brown lines represent the lipid
head group of a lipid bilayer.

Figure 46. Left panel showing NorM_NG (yellow), with the amino acid residues
(red) that are within 10 Å of the cation-binding site. A Na+ ion
(green) is present in the cation-binding site. Right panel is a zoom-in
view of the cation-binding site. The two brown ling represents the
lipid head group region.

Figure 47. Snapshots of NorM_NG. Snapshot of the simulation system before
the equilibration step (left) shows the X-ray crystal structure of the
protein, NorM-NG and the drug molecule, TPP embedded in a POPC
bilayer. The system after 500 ns of simulation is shown in the panel
on the right. The amino (1-6 TM helices) and carboxyl (7-12 TM
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helices) of the protein are coloured green and yellow respectively.
TPP is coloured in red. The letter “N” and “C” indicated the amino
and carboxyl terminal of the protein. The grey spheres indicate the
POPC lipid head groups. Water and ions in the system are omitted
for clarity.

Residue	
  

Resid	
  

Residue	
  

Resid	
  

Residue	
  

Resid	
  

ILE	
  

68	
  

GLY	
  

291	
  

THR	
  

379	
  

SER	
  

257	
  

ILE	
  

292	
  

GLN	
  

380	
  

TYR	
  

258	
  

TYR	
  

294	
  

CYS	
  

381	
  

PHE	
  

259	
  

MET	
  

295	
  

ILE	
  

382	
  

LEU	
  

260	
  

GLN	
  

298	
  

SER	
  

384	
  

GLU	
  

261	
  

SER	
  

299	
  

TYR	
  

385	
  

ALA	
  

262	
  

ALA	
  

370	
  

HIS	
  

400	
  

SER	
  

263	
  

PHE	
  

373	
  

PHE	
  

404	
  

ALA	
  

264	
  

GLN	
  

374	
  

TRP	
  

427	
  

PHE	
  

265	
  

ALA	
  

376	
  

LEU	
  

434	
  

ILE	
  

287	
  

ASP	
  

377	
  

	
  

	
  

SER	
  

290	
  

PHE	
  

378	
  

	
  

	
  

Table 6. Amino acid residues that are within 1 nm from the centre of the
cation-binding site of NorM_NG
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Figure 48. DSSP plots showing the protein secondary structure in (A), (B), (C)
simulation unbound v1-3, (D), (E), (F) bound v1-3,

(G), (H), (I)

unbound_ion v1-3. Colour scheme for different secondary structures
are indicated at the bottom of the figure.
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4.4.2

Movement of Na+ ion

NorM MATE transporters are known to exploit either Na+ or H+ gradient across
the membrane to drive substrate exportation. With the NorM_NG X-ray crystal
structure resolved with a TPP drug molecule present in the central cavity of the
protein, one question is to determine if ions are able to enter the cationbinding site once the drug are bound in the central cavity. Previous
experimental evidence indicated this may be the case; X-ray structures from
the apo-NorM crystal (RMSD of only 0.05 nm from the cation-free, TPP-bound
NorM_NG structure used to initiate simulations in this study) soaked in
solutions containing Cs+ revealed a Cs+ binding site located outside the drugbinding cavity, suggesting NorM proteins contain two different site for drugbinding and cation-binding [200]. The movement of Na+ ion, once TPP bound to
central cavity, was probed by monitoring the centre of mass motion of the Na+
ion throughout the simulations (Figure 49). From the simulations, an ionbinding pathway through the protein to the cation-binding site, which lined up
by several aspartate residues, specifically ASP41, ASP52, ASP355 and ASP356,
was observed. The Na+ ion initially bound (where ‘bind’ is defined as a proteinion distance of ≤0.3 nm) to ASP52 in loop L1-2, subsequently it rapidly (within
1 ns) moved towards residues ASP355, ASP356 and then ASP41. Minimum
distance between the Na+ ion and these ASP residues were monitored and
indicates that Na+ ion associated with each one in turn before entering the
cation-binding site (Figure 50).

In simulations unbound_ion_v1-3, a single Na+ ion was observed to move into
the cation-binding site through the aspartate ion-binding pathway during the
first 10 ns of the simulations, while the protein Cα is still subjected to position
restraints. In contrast, a single Na+ ion was observed to move into the cationbinding site in two (bound_ion_v2 and v3) out of the six simulations
(bound_ion_v1-6). In the four simulations where no Na+ ion entered the cationbinding site, the TPP molecule sterically blocked off the pathway for the Na+
ion to move into the cation-binding site. In all of the six simulations, whether
there were Na+ ion able to move into the cation-binging site or not, the ion was
observed to bind to residue ASP41 before entering the central cavity, with the
Na+ ion remained within 0.3 nm of ASP41 for over 5 ns in simulations
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bound_ion_v1 and v3; indeed the presence of TPP appeared to guide the
movement of the ion towards ASP41 (Figure 51).

Figure 49. Diagram showing 5 stages of the movement of Na+ ion within first
10 ns of bound_ion_v2 simulation (middle panel). The Na+ ion moves
into the central cavity and subsequently the cation-binding site from
the extracellular space, via a pathway that involved electrostatic
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interactions with 5 different ASP residues. The other panels are
close-up views of specific Na+- ASP interactions. Water molecules
within 0.3 nm of the ion are also shown. The simulation times at
which the snapshots are extracted are stated at the top left corner
of the panels. The protein is yellow, Na+ ion is green, ASP52 is pink,
ASP356 is grey, ASP355 is blue, ASP41 is cyan, GLU261 is purple,
TYR294 is tan, ASP377 is orange and water is red and white. The
brown lines indicate the lipid head groups. Part of TM2 and loop 3 &
4 of the protein, lipid tails, other water molecules and ions in the
system are omitted for clarity.

Figure 50. Graph showing the distance between the Na+ ion and centre of mass
of ASP residues as a function of simulation time (from simulation
bound_ion_v2). The left panel is the zoom in view for the first 3.5 ns
of the simulation.
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Figure 51. Top two panels are snapshots taken from the first 10 ns of
simulation bound_ion_v2 showing the overall movement of drug
(red) towards the central cavity of the protein (yellow) and the
overall movement of Na+ ion (green) into the cation-binding site. The
bottom two panels show the trajectory movement of the Na+ ion and
drug with respect to the same simulation timescale. The simulation
time colour scheme is shown at the bottom of figure, red-white-blue
scheme. Red is time = 0 ns, blue is time = 10 ns. The brown lines
represent the lipid head group region of a lipid bilayer.

4.4.3

Movement of TM7 and TM8 of NorM_NG

An experimental study suggested that after the Na+ ion bound to the cationbinding site of NorM_NG, drug molecules will be extruded from the central
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cavity of protein [130]. It is believed that interactions between the Na+ ion and
protein caused TM7 and TM8 to move away from the central cavity. The same
study superimposed the X-ray crystal structure of NorM_NG with NorM_VC,
which represents the initial and final structure of the proposed outward-facing
phase mechanism, respectively (Figure 52). The superimposition showed the
periplasmic end of TM7 and TM8 on NorM_VC moved ~ 0.6 nm away from the
central cavity comparing to that of NorM_NG. This movement disrupts the
interactions between the drug and the protein, which resulted in drug
extrusion. The centre of mass movements of TM7 and TM8 in simulation
bound_ion_v2 and v3 were monitored as Na+ ion was observed to successfully
move into the cation-binding site. The protein structure was fitted to itself
except TM7 and TM8, so the movement of TM7 and TM8 can be monitored
with respect to the whole protein. In simulation_bound_ion_v2, TM7 and TM8
were observed to move away from the central cavity towards TM10 (Figure 52).
As a result, the periplasmic end of TM7 and TM8 shifted ~0.15 nm away from
the central cavity of the protein. In simulation bound_ion_v3, the same
movement was also observed to TM7 and TM8, although the movement at the
periplasmic end was less significant comparing to bound_ion_v2 (< 0.1 nm).
The magnitude of the shifts (~0.1–0.2 nm) was not in agreement with the
previous experimental study (~0.6 nm). To address this issue, the X-ray crystal
structure of NorM_NG and NorM_VC were structural aligned using the stamp
structural alignment tool [210]. Interestingly, the structure alignment of
NorM_NG and NorM_VC did not show there is a shift of 0.6 nm in the
periplasmic end of TM7 and TM8 (Figure 53) away from the central cavity as
suggested in a previous experimental study. Instead, there is only ~0.2 nm
shift on the periplasmic end of TM7 and TM8 in NorM_VC compare to that of
NorM_NG. This is in better agreement with the movement to the periplasmic
end of TM7 and TM8 observed in simulations bound_ion_v2 and v3. The
observation from the structural alignment has allowed the movement of the
periplasmic end of TM7 and TM8 from the two simulations to agree on the
statement, which ion binding to the cation-binding site triggers the movement
of TM7 and TM8 away from the central cavity of the protein towards TM10; this
disrupts the interaction between the protein and drug molecule (TPP) and
initiates drug extrusion [130].
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Figure 52. Top panel is a figure showing the centre of mass movement of TM7
and TM8 with respect to the rest of the protein. The movement of
TM7 and TM8 during the 500 ns of simulation bound_ion_v2 are
represented in cylindrical representations. The simulation time
colour scheme is shown at the bottom of figure, red-white-blue
scheme. Red is time = 0 ns, blue is time = 500 ns. Colour scheme is
shown at the bottom of the top panel. The protein backbone is
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shown in thin tube representation and is coloured green. The
position of the protein structure was fitted onto itself except for
TM7 and TM8. The bottom panel is a graph showing the distance
between the centre of mass of the periplasmic end of TM7 + TM8
and that of TM10.

Figure 53. Figure showing the structural alignment of NorM_NG (green) and
NorM_VC (yellow). From the structural alignment, periplasmic ends
of TM7 and TM8 of NorM_VC are positioned further away from the
central cavity of protein. The shifts of the periplasmic ends are ~0.2
nm instead of 0.6 nm as stated in a previous experimental study.
Proteins are in tube representation. TM7 and TM8 are in cylindrical
representation.
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4.4.4

Side chain flipping of residue GLU261

In simulation bound_ion_v2, once the Na+ ion bound to ASP41, it moved
towards the central cavity and approached the cation-binding site by
interacting with residue GLU261 after 3 ns. Interestingly, the side chain of
GLU261, which was initially pointing towards the central cavity, flipped towards
the cation-binding site upon interacting with the Na+ ion, facilitating the
movement of the ion associated with it and into the binding site. After the Na+
ion moved into the cation-binding site, it interacted with two other residues
TYR294 and ASP377 within 1 ns, while still being bound to GLU261. This
flipping of side chain of residue GLU261 was also observed in simulations
unbound_ion_v1 to v3 where ion successfully moved into the cation-binding
site. In contrast, in simulations (bound_ion_v1 and bound_v4 to v6) that Na+ did
not bind to cation-binding site, the flipping of the side chain from GLU261 was
not observed (Figure 54). Of importance, there was still slight deviation of the
side chain of GLU261 compare to the initial X-ray crystal structure, which
suggests there is some degree of flexibility in this side chain.
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Figure 54. Snapshots showing different orientations of side chain of GLU261.
The panel on the top shows the position of GLU261 in apo
NorM_NG. The black circles correspond to the approximate position
of the cation-binding site. The panel on the bottom left is a zoomed
in view of GLU261 from simulation bound_v1. The bottom right
panel is taken from the bound_ion_v2 simulation, showing the side
chain of GLU261 pointing towards the cation-binding site with a Na+
ion present in the cation-binding site. The protein is shown in yellow
tube representation, GLU261 is shown in a ‘sticks’ representation,
Na+ ion is green and TPP is grey. Water molecules, lipids and other
ions are omitted for clarity.
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4.4.5

Protonation of GLU261 and ASP377

With the ion-binding mechanism already explored, 3 additional independent
simulations (ProtE261_D377v1-3) were performed in which GLU261 and
ASP377 both protonated (rather than charged), in an attempt to further
investigate the importance of these specific protein-ion interactions. In all
three simulations, although a Na+ ion was observed to enter the central cavity
of the protein, no Na+ ion was observed to move into the cation-binding site.
Actually, in two of the three simulations (v2 and v3), the Na+ ion was observed
to move out of the central cavity and eventually exited the protein completely
after ~40 ns and 20 ns, respectively. This result is encouraging as it agrees
with study, which indicated that residues GLU261 and ASP377 are responsible
for binding and stabilising the ion in the cation-binding site [200]. A mutation
study on NorM_NG with mutants E261A and Y294L were unable to decrease
the sensitivity of the bacterium towards drugs like ethidium and TPP, which
was suggested to be most likely due to the loss of the transport function of the
protein [200]. In another mutation study on NorM_VP with mutants D371N
(equivalent to ASP377 of NorM_NG), the binding of Na+ ion was completely
abolished [131]. In addition, mutations to GLU261, in NorM_VP GLU251 and
hMATE1 GLU273, also inhibited substrate transport activity [115, 131, 211].

4.4.6

Mutation of ASP41

Simulation results above provided evidence that residues ASP41 plays an
important role for binding of Na+ ion to the cation-binding site through the ASP
ion-binding pathway. To ascertain the importance of ASP41, three additional
independent simulations of the D41A mutant (Mutant_D41A_v1-3) were
performed. In simulations Mutant_D41A_v1 and v3, no Na+ ion was observed to
bind in the cation-binding site. Indeed, in v1 a Na+ ion was observed to
oscillate between the central cavity and cation-binding site of the protein, but
never remained in the cation-binding site for more than 10 ns at a time. As in
v3, Na+ ion was observed to move out of the protein completely in the first 10
ns of the simulation, and no other Na+ ion was observed to enter the central
cavity of the protein for the remainder of the simulation. Conversely, in
simulation Mutat_D41A_v2, a single Na+ ion moved into the cation-binding site
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via GLU261, then forming interactions with GLU261, TYR294 and ASP377. It
remained in the cation-binding site for the rest of the 200 ns simulation.
Overall, these observations suggest there is a reduced affinity for Na+ ions
when ASP41 is mutated. Previous experimental studies have reported mutation
of D41A completely abolished the efflux activity of NorM_NG towards the drug
molecule

Rhodamine

6G.

Combining

the

experimental

observations,

simulations performed in current study and previously propose mechanism of
drug extrusion; one possible explanation is that abolition of drug transport
activity could be due to that D41A mutant lower the cation-affinity of the
protein. Thus, it has inhibited the disruption of the interactions between
residues on TM7 (PHE265) and 8 (SER288), and the drug molecule, that lead to
drug extrusion in the wild-type protein.

4.4.7

Role of water in ion-binding

In the unbound_v1 to v3 simulations, ~50 water molecules were visualised to
enter the interior of the protein, from the extracellular side within the first 2 ns
of the simulations. There were around 40 water molecules located within the
central cavity and ~10 water molecules were in the cation-binding site at the
end of a 200 ns simulation (Figure 55). In the unbound_ion simulations,
although Na+ ion was bound to residues GLU261, TYR294 and ASP377, 2–4
water molecules were also coordinated next to it. Interestingly, a similar
number of water molecules were observed to move into the protein interior
even in the presence of the drug molecule, TPP. In the bound_ion simulations,
the Na+ ion stabilised through a combination of interactions with the protein
and water molecules (Figure 49). The results presented here revealed
molecular-level details of the dynamics of the interplay between the protein
residues, water molecules and the Na+ ion and in addition, they have provided
evidence to further support the functional relevance of the cation-binding site
of NorM [129, 131, 200]. The hypothesis is that GLU261 is the residue
responsible for carrying Na+ ions into the cation-binding site from the central
cavity, whereas TYR294, ASP377 and water molecules provide stabilising
interactions that anchor the cation within the binding site.
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Figure 55. Top panel showing the initial simulation system, there is no water
(red and white) inside the protein central cavity (yellow). Bottom left
panel is a snapshot from end of a 200 ns simulation for the
unbound_v1 simulation. Bottom right is the zoom-in view of the
central cavity of the protein at the end of 200 ns simulation. The
lipids are omitted for clarity.

4.4.8

Role of drug in binding and stabilisation of ion within the cationbinding site

After exploring the role of ions, it is of interest to investigate the role of drug
plays in this transport mechanism. To explore this, the molecular processes
that occurred after the ASP41-Na+ binding event was examined. Within 1 ns of
the start of simulations, the drug molecule, TPP bound to PHE265 (in TM7)
(Figure 56). This caused TPP to move ~0.2 nm away from the central cavity of
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the protein, in particular towards TM7, from its initial position in the X-ray
crystal structure (Figure 51). This movement seemed to be crucial for Na+ ion
movement into the cation-binding site as the initial position of TPP molecule in
the X-ray crystal structure actually prevents interaction of Na+ ion with GLU261.
By moving closer to TM7, this created an unobstructed pathway from the
solvent to cation-binding site, which allowed the Na+ ion to interact with the
side chain of GLU261 and move past the drug, into the binding site smoothly.

Na+ ion moved into the cation-binding site in the first 10 ns of simulation
unbound_ion_v1 to v3, in which TPP was not present. Despite the Na+ ion
observed to move into the cation-binding site, the Na+ ion was not stabilised
and was seen to move in and out of the cation-binding site throughout the
course of simulation. In contrast, in simulations bound_ion_v2 and v3, the Na+
ion was seen to be more stable within the cation-binding site. The proposed
transport mechanism from previous experimental study stated the drug would
be present when Na+ ion moved into the cation-binding site. The cation-binding
event caused disruptions to the interactions between TM7 and 8 of the protein,
which lead to drug extrusion [200]. In addition, in simulation bound_ion_v2,
after the Na+ ion bound to the cation-binding site, TPP moved slightly away
from residues PHE265 (Figure 56) and positioned more centrally in the central
cavity. This suggests there is a possibility that the drug could play a role in ion
stabilisation by blocking off the pathway leading away from the cation-binding
site.
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Figure 56. Graph showing the /minimum distance between the drug, TPP and
PHE265 as a function of simulation time. The arrow indicates when
the Na+ ion bound to the cation-binding site, at ~3 ns.

4.4.9

Ion binding mode of NorM: two or single Na+ ?

Previous MD simulation study proposed a two-ion-binding mode within the
cation-binding site of NorM_VC, and suggested that this two-ion-binding event
might contribute towards the induction of conformational change of NorM_VC
from the outward-facing to the inward-facing conformation. Unfortunately, in
the simulations unbound_ion and bound_ion performed, only a single Na+ ion
was observed to move into the cation-binding site in any occasion. Indeed in
simulation bound_ion_v1, not even one Na+ ion was observed to move into the
cation-binding site successfully due to physical obstruction to the ion-binding
pathway by the drug. To investigate the possibility of this two-ion-binding
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mode

in

NorM_NG,

three

additional

simulations

were

performed

(bound_two_ion_v1 to v3), with two Na+ ions present in the cation-binding site
at the start of simulation. The initial system was extracted after 10 ns from
simulation bound_ion_v2, in which a second Na+ ion was manually placed into
the cation-binding site. After a combined of ~900 ns simulation time, the
simulations revealed only one Na+ ion remained permanently in the cationbinding site. The second Na+ ion was observed to move into the central cavity
after ~5 – 20 ns, and then leave the protein completely into the bulk solvent
after ~80 ns. The other Na+ ion remained in the cation-binding site throughout
the rest of the simulation respectively. One interesting note is that the drug
did not obstruct the movement of the Na+ ion into or out of the cation-binding
site. To achieve a more comparable analysis on the ion dynamics of MATE
transporters, additional simulations (3MKT_apo_v1 to v3) on the X-ray crystal
of NorM_VC (PDB accession code: 3MKT) were performed (Table 5). In all three
simulations, one Na+ ion was observed to move into the cation-binding site
during equilibration stage of simulation. In two of the simulations, a second
Na+ ion successfully moved into the cation-binding site from the central cavity
after ~35 and ~100 ns, respectively. This two ion-binding mode lasted for
between ~2 to 5 ns, after which one of the Na+ ion moved out of the cationbinding site (Figure 57). A second two-ion-binding mode was observed after
~10 ns of the initial two-ion-binding event in one of two-ion-binding
simulations. But this second two-ion-binding event was short-lived, only lasted
for ~0.5 ns, after which one of the Na+ ion was extruded. These observations
are in qualitative agreement with previous MD simulation studies of NorM_VC
that suggested this two-ion-binding mode does exist and could possibly play
an important role in TM helix rearrangements leading to conformational
change of NorM [199].
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Figure 57. Three snapshots taken from simulation 3MKT_apo_v1 showing the
competitive binding of two Na+ ions. The panel on the left shows a
Na+ ion (purple) interacting with GLU255 (silver) and ASP371 (cyan)
in the cation-binding site, and another Na+ ion (green) in the central
cavity of the protein at 20 ns of the simulation. The panel in the
middle shows the Na+ ion, which was originally in the central cavity
having also moved into the cation-binding site. The cation-binding
site contains two-ions at this point (~40 ns). The panel on the right
shows that after a further ~2 ns the Na+ ion that was initially in the
cation-binding site, is extruded into the central cavity.
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4.5

Conclusion

It is important to note there are methodological limitations to this current
study. The primary limitation is the relatively short duration of the MD
simulations (< 200 ns). Although longer simulations would improve the
sampling of the protein conformation dynamics, but this is currently limited by
computational power. To some extent, this limitation is addressed by
performing multiple repeats in each system. Despite this, the results were
encouraging that they enable rationalisation of experimental observations and
showed that AT MD simulations can be applied to identify solute permeation
pathway through membrane proteins.

To conclude, the pathway for a monovalent cation (Na+ ion) to enter the cationbinding site of NorM_NG and the key intermolecular interactions that
contributed to ion stabilisation within the cation-binding site are identified.
The MD simulations have shown that the presence of a drug molecule with the
central cavity of protein does not obstruct the movement of Na+ ion into the
cation-binding site but may in fact even stabilise it. In addition, there is
evidence to support that the stabilisation of the ion within the cation-binding
site is likely to cause the protein to proceed to the drug extrusion stage. And
finally, the two-ion simulations have shown that the two-ion-binding mode is
more favourable in NorM_VC than in NorM_NG. Thus, the simulation results in
this study have added some of the hitherto missing pieces of the puzzle to the
proposed mechanism of the NorM transport cycle (Figure 58).
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Figure 58. Schematic representation of the proposed mechanism of action of
the outward-facing state. Na+ ions (represented by green spheres)
enter the protein from the extracellular side (state 1). Once the Na+
ion is in the cationic binding site, ASP377 binds to the Na+ ion (state
2). This results in disruption of the interaction between residues
PHE265 with the drug molecule (orange ellipsoid), triggering the
extrusion of the drug into the periplasm (state 3). In this
mechanism, the X-ray crystal structure of NorM-NG (accession code 4HUK) represents state 1, state 2 is observed from MD simulations
and state 3 is hypothesised. The brown lines indicate the lipid head
group region of the bilayer. The yellow line represents TM1 and
TM2. The thick red line represents TM7 and TM8 and the thin red
line represents TM10. The blue arrows indicate the approximate
position of the amino acid residues PHE265 and ASP 377.
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4.6

On-going and Future Work

A previous CG MD simulation study had successfully determined a set of
predictions for the position of a large number of membrane proteins in
different types of lipid bilayer and also modelled the interactions between the
protein and lipid residues [212]. One clear future prospect is to simulate the
NorM_NG X-ray crystal structures in a more complex membrane, which has the
same lipid composition of a bacterial IM (70% PE: 20% PG: 10% cardiolipin)
using CG MD (Figure 59). This allows a longer timescale simulation (> 1.5 us)
to investigate any protein-lipid interactions between NorM with different types
of lipids (e.g. PE, PG and cardiolipin) and the role of these interactions plays in
influencing the bilayer properties (e.g. membrane thickness (Figure 60),
membrane density and membrane order). Indeed, such analyses have already
been reported for a peptide called WALP23, which has widely used as a model
for a more complex membrane protein [213].

Figure 59. Snapshot taken from periplasmic side in the NorM_NG placed in a
realistic IM simulation. The composition of the IM is 70% PE (red),
20% PG (green) and 10% cardiolipin (yellow). The protein is in cyan.
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Figure 60. Diagram showing a POPC membrane bilayer thickness around the
protein NorM_NG from simulation unbound_v1. The thickness of the
membrane is calculated using the distance between phosphate
groups in the upper and lower leaflet of the lipid head groups.
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Chapter 5:

Modelling the Inward-facing

Conformation of NorM_VC
5.1

Abstract

Secondary transporter proteins transport cations and substrates across a cell
membrane

through

an

alternating

access

mechanism

involving

large

conformational change to the protein structure. Previous studies on several
secondary transporters proteins (e.g. LeuT and GltPh) have provided evidence
that these proteins consist of two major states, the inward- and outward-facing
conformation. Furthermore, the protein structure contains structural repeats,
which are related by a pseudo-2-fold symmetry along the plane of membrane
and can be superimposed onto each other by a rotation of 180°. A novel
method, called invert-topology repeats, were demonstrated in recent studies to
successfully construct the opposite unknown state of secondary transporters
from a stable protein structure (outward- or inward-facing conformation). MATE
transporters (e.g. NorM_VC and NorM_NG) are secondary transporters. So far
all the X-ray crystal structures resolved for MATE transporter are in the
outward-facing conformation. Thus in this last chapter, as an on-going/future
project, inverted-topology repeats method is employed in an attempt to
construct the inward-facing conformation of NorM_VC from its outward-facing
X-ray crystal structure. Combining with a recently described simulation
method, called dynamics importance sampling MD, the mechanism of the
conformational change of NorM_VC from the outward-facing to inward-facing
structure is explored.
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5.2

The inverted-topology repeats method

The inverted-topology repeats method is a novel method put forward first by
Forrest et. al. [134], where given a state of a stable protein structure (outwardfacing or inward-facing conformation), it can be used to generate other
unknown states of that transporter. This method requires the target protein to
contain at least two sets of domains/structural repeats, in which they are
related by a pseudo-2-fold axis of symmetry parallel to the membrane plane
and can superimpose onto each other when one of them is rotated through
1800. Previous experimental studies have used this method to construct the
opposite conformation of several secondary transporter proteins from their
original resolved X-ray crystal structure, and they are discussed in the
following sections.

5.2.1

LeuT, a bacterial homologue of mammalian neurotransmitter
transporters

LeuT, consists of 12 TM, is a member of the transmitter sodium symporter
(NSS) family and the only crystal structure resolved is in its outward-facing
conformation, which the binding site is exposed to the extracellular side of the
membrane [214]. NSS family is secondary transporter that mediate the
reuptake of neurotransmitters and amino acids involving an alternating access
mechanism, in which conformational changes occurs exposing the central
binding site to each side of the membrane [215]. A previous experimental
study stated these proteins share a common structural core consisting of two
sets of 5 TM and hence forming one repeat. The two repeats are related by a
pseudo-2-fold axis of symmetry that runs along the plane of the membrane
and together they form the main part of the protein, called the LeuT fold [216].
By following the inverted-topology repeats method described in Crisman et. al.
[135], the internal symmetry of LeuT has been examined. Two structurallysimilar repeats TM 1–5 can be superimposed onto TM 6–10 with an RMSD
value of 4.7 Å by a rotation of 180°. Splitting the repeats into two parts with
TM (1-2 and 6-7) and TM (3-5 and 8-10) have resulted in improved fits with
RMSD values of 3.4 Å and 3.2 Å respectively. Threading the sequences of the
TM 1-2 onto the structure of the TM 6-7 and sequence of TM 3-5 onto
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structure TM 8-10, and vice versa, constructed an inward-facing conformation
model, in which the substrate and ion-binding site are now exposed to the
cytoplasm and closed to the extracellular space. This inward-facing model was
analysed and the results suggested residues in TM1, TM5, TM6 and TM8
become solvent-accessible with a helical periodicity, fitting the trend in the
mammalian serotonin transporter (SERT) accessibility data [134]. From the
SERT accessibility data, the alignments for TM1a, TM5 and TM6b of LeuT were
refined to maximise exposure of the positions corresponding to reactive
residues in SERT. The structure of the refined model of LeuT retains its overall
conformation, and to support this model, two of the positions predicted to
face the permeation pathway were shown to become accessible as a
consequence of substrate transport.

5.2.2

GltPh, an excitatory amino acid transporter

GltPh, an excitatory amino acid transporter (EAAT), is a secondary transporter
that has been reported to undergo conformational change, following the
alternating access mechanism for ion and substrate transport. GltPh contains 8
TM and two helix-turn-helix motifs, called HP1 and HP2, which both point
towards the centre of the membrane from opposite sides. The substrate and
ion binding site for GltPh is believed to locate around the point where the tips
of HP1 and Hp2 meet. Glutamate is a common signaling molecule in excitatory
neuronal

synapses,

preventing

neurotoxicity

and

ensuring

effective

neurotransmission in the synapses [217]. EAAT regulates the concentration of
glutamate carefully by coupling its flux to that of Na+ and other cations for reuptake of glutamate into the neuronal and glial cells surrounding the synapse
[218]. The X-ray crystal structure available for GltPh is in the outward-facing
conformation, with substrate or inhibitor bound to the substrate binding site
[219]. The substrate in the binding site can be occluded from the extracellular
side with the closure of a small helical hairpin called HP2 and the pathway to
cytoplasmic side of the membrane is blocked by packed protein of around 20
Å.	
   The transport mechanism is believed to involve the alternating access
mechanism, in which the substrate and ion binding site will become open to
either the extracellular or cytoplasmic side of the membrane during the
transport cycle [215]. A experimental study by Crisman et. al. [135] attempted
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to use the inverted-topology repeat method to construct the inward-facing
conformation of GltPh, in which the binding site is exposed to the cytoplasm. A
study on structure of GltPh suggested there is a structural relationship
between TM (1-3) and TM (4c-6), HP1 + TM7 and HP2 + TM8, the structural
alignment showed they are inverted-topology structural repeats, with segments
having to rotate 1800 to achieve the fit [219]. The reason by including helix 4c
(which spans the membrane) and excluding the helices 4a and 4b (which do
not span the membrane) from the inverted-topology repeat method is that this
gives a more reasonable structural alignment between the two 3-TM domains
in the N-terminus. The structure of GltPh is divided into 4 inverted-topology
repeats segments I to IV, which there is a pseudo 2-fold symmetry relationship
between segment I and II and segment III and IV. To create the inward-facing
model of GltPh, a minor adjustment to the protocol employed in creating the
LeuT outward-facing model was used due to there being 4 segments in GltPh
rather than 2, as in LeuT. Different from the protocol described in LeuT above,
the conformation of segment I was modelled using the structure of repeat II as
the template and vice versa, and structure of segment III was modelled on IV,
and vice versa [135]. The constructed inward-facing model of GlthPh has
shown changes with respect to the X-ray crystal structure that position of the
binding site has moved towards the cytoplasm by 15 to 25 Å. The result from
this movement is that HP1 becomes exposed to the cytoplasmic solution,
providing a pathway for substrate to be released into the cytoplasm. The
model also suggested that HP2 became buried under TM2 and 5, which
blocked the pathway for substrate and ions to move back out to the
extracellular space. This result is in agreement with the proposed alternating
access mechanism in EAATs involving 4 main states of conformation, two
outward-facing and two inward-facing. The first outward-facing conformation is
in its substrate free state where HP2 is open for substrate and ion to bind into
the binding site. Once the ion and substrate is bound to the binding site, the
HP2 closes in and forms the second outward-facing state, the occluded state.
The ion and substrate binding to the binding site induces a conformational
change, in which the core segments, HP1, TM7, HP2 and TM8, undergo a
movement and cause the binding site to move closer to the cytoplasmic side
by 15-25Å. After the conformational change to the inward-facing, occluded
conformation (3rd state), HP1 flips open and allow a pathway for the substrate
and ion to move into the cytoplasm and hence forming the 4th conformation
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state, inward-facing, open state. In this inward-facing, open conformation,
intracellular K+ ion binds to the binding site that favours the closure of HP1,
reversing the conformational change back to the outward-facing state and the
transport cycle starts again.
	
  
5.2.3

The MATE transporter inward-facing conformation

MATE transporters are secondary transporter that mediates the movement of
harmful substrates out of the cell via the concentration gradient of cations,
e.g. Na+, across the membrane [23]. From the two studies above, both
transporters consist of an outward-facing and an inward-facing state, and it is
possible an inward-facing conformation of the NorM MATE transporter can be
constructed from the outward-facing X-ray crystal structure following the
inverted topology repeats method. Recent X-ray crystallography studies solving
the structures of NorM_VC revealed that the 12 TM are arranged in two
bundles of 6 TM related by a 2-fold pseudo-symmetry parallel to the
membrane normal [129] and believe to function through the alternating-access
mechanism [215, 220] for the drug and ion transportation. Through
conformational changes of the transporters, ions and substrates can enter the
protein from both sides of the membrane but never bind at the same time
[129, 130, 199]. Indeed, experimental and computational studies have
suggested NorM undergoes large conformational change in order to expose
the

substrate

to

alternate

sides of the

membrane

[129, 130, 199].

Unfortunately, experimental data on the inward-facing conformation of NorM is
still very scarce. Thus, molecular understanding for the mechanism of
transport by NorM MATE transporters is still hindered by the lack of knowledge
in the inward-facing conformation of NorM during the transport cycle. Two
previous studies had successfully created the alternating states of the
corresponding transporters [134, 135]. Moreover, in a more recent study on
lactose permease (LacY), a MFS transporter, the presence of inverted-topology
repeat units within each of the two TM bundles (TM 1–6 and TM 7–12) were
identified (Figure 8). By employing the inverted-topology repeat method,
homology modelling of the two repeat units onto one another and by
swapping their conformations, the unknown outward-facing conformation of
LacY was generated from the inward-facing X-ray crystal structure [100]. This
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provides further evidence that the conversion, between the two conformational
states

of

these

secondary

transporters,

occurs

by

interchanging

the

conformations of their inverted-topology repeats. MATE transporters are in the
same multidrug efflux family as the MFS transporters [96] and analysis of the
NorM_VC X-ray crystal structure revealed that inverted-topology repeats are
also present within each of the two TM bundles (TM 1 – 6 and TM 7 – 12)
(Figure 61). Structural analysis on the X-ray crystal structure reveals that
inverted-topology repeats are present within each of the two TM bundles.
Different from that of LacY, instead of the first three TM are related in
structure to the second three TM, only first two TM (TM 1 – 2) are related
structurally to TM 4 – 5 via a 2-fold symmetry axis that runs through the centre
of the first six TM bundle. The same relationship is present for TM 7 – 8 and
TM 10 – 11 in the second six TM bundle. As for TM 3, 6, 9 and 12, they are of
similar length, positioned on the outside surrounding other TMs, and
orientated perpendicular to the bilayer plane. As a result, these 4 TMs are not
involved in the topology repeats methods and they will be threaded onto the
new inward-facing conformation of NorM_VC as they were in the outwardfacing X-ray crystal structure (Figure 62).

By following a similar protocol to that of described by Radestock et. al. [100],
swapping the conformations of the repeat units in each half of the six TM
bundles, a model of the inward-facing conformation of NorM_VC was
generated (Figure 63).
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Figure 61. Internal structural repeats in the NorM_VC X-ray crystal structure.
NorM_VC viewed along the plane of membrane with periplasmic side
on the top. (b) NorM_VC viewed from the periplasm. Structural
alignment of the 2 TM repeat units from (c) TM 1 - 2 and TM 4 - 5
and (d) TM 7 - 8 and TM 10 - 11.
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Figure 62. A schematic of the TM topology of NorM_VC, demonstrating the
structural

relationships

between

different

segments.

(a)

A

schematic, TM 1 – 2 is blue, TM 3 is orange, TM 4 – 5 is green, TM 6
is silver, TM 7 – 8 is red, TM 9 is pink, TM 10 – 11 is yellow and
TM12 is purple. (b) Overview of the sequence alignment used to
generate the repeat-swapped inward-facing model of NorM_VC,
colours are the same as shown in (a).
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Figure

63.

Diagram

of

the

inward-facing

TM1 is in green, TM2 in blue,

TM7 is

model

of

in yellow and

NorM_VC.
TM8

is

in red. The rest of the TM are in cyan. The two grey lines represent
the POPC bilayer.

5.2.4

Aims

The aim of this chapter is to use the inverted topology repeats method to
construct an inward-facing conformation of the NorM_VC.
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5.3

Methods

The NorM_VC X-ray crystal structure (PDB accession code: 3MKT) [129] was
used

as

the

outward-facing

template

to

construct

the

inward-facing

conformation of the transporter. The protein structure was embedded into a
POPC lipid bilayer using the GROMACS utility g_membed [161].

5.3.1

Details of Atomistic simulations

AT MD simulations were performed using GROMACS version 4.5.1 [146, 182,
183]. The simulations used the united-atom GROMOS 43a1 force field [221]
with POPC lipids adapted from the Berger parameters [152]. Water molecules
were treated explicitly using the SPC water model [184]. The equivalent to 100
mM of Na+ and Cl- ions were added to the simulation systems. Additional ions
were added to ensure all systems were charge neutral. Ionisable side chains
were modelled in their default states at neutral pH. All lipid and protein bonds
were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [185] and waters were constrained
using the SETTLE algorithm [186], allowing for a time step of 2 fs to be used.
Energy minimisation was performed using the steepest descent algorithm for
1000 steps to remove any overlapping contacts. Position restraints with 1000
kJ mol-1 nm-2 were applied to the Cα of the protein for the first 10 ns of
simulations to allow a re-equilibration of the solvent around the protein. The
Nosé–Hoover thermostat, with a time constant for the coupling of 0.5 ps, was
used to maintain the system temperature at 298K [187]. The ParrinelloRahman barostat, with a time constant of 5.0 ps, was used to maintain the
system pressure at 1.0 bar [149]. Electrostatic interactions used a cut-off of 1
nm with interactions beyond this cutoff treated using the smooth particle mesh
Ewald (PME) method [188]. The van der Waals interactions also used a cut-off
of 1 nm with a long-range dispersion correction applied for the energy and
pressure. The neighbour list was updated every 5 steps. The components of all
the simulations are summarised in Table 7. All the simulations were performed
on the Iridis-4 supercomputer at the University of Southampton. DSSP and
GROMACS tools were used to determine the conformation properties of the
NorM_NG [197]. The visualisation of simulation trajectories was conducted in
VMD [196].
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5.3.2

Modelling the inward-facing conformation

The “multiseq” alignment programme [222] was used to align the structure of
the topology repeats from NorM_VC structure, TM 1 – 2 to TM 4 – 5 and TM 7 –
8 to TM 9 – 10. Each sequence of the topology repeats were then put on the
Protein Blast tool [223] to look for similar homologue structures. With each
sequence of the similar homologues, multiple sequence alignment was
performed using ClustalW [224]. E.g. sequence of TM1 – 2 was aligned onto
sequences of TM 4 – 5 and its similar homologues, and vice versa, which the
aligned sequences were then used by Modeller [225] to construct the
corresponding repeat-swapped structures.

Simulation	
  
time	
  

First	
  10	
  ns	
  with	
  

Neutral	
  

100mM	
  NaCl	
  present	
  

Simulation	
  

(nanosecond)	
  

RES*	
  

system	
  

in	
  bulk	
  of	
  system	
  

IF_NorM_VC_v1	
  

100	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

IF_NorM_VC_v2	
  

100	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

IF_NorM_VC_v3	
  

100	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Table 7. Table of the inward-facing model of NorM_VC AT simulations
*Positional restraints were applied on the Cα atoms of the protein for the first
10 ns.
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5.4
5.4.1

Results
Simulating the Inward-facing Conformation of NorM_VC

An inward-facing model was created using the inverted-topology repeat
method [100]. The sequences of helices 1 – 2 and 7 – 8 were threaded onto
helices 4 – 5 and 10 – 11 respectively (and vice versa). The model was stable
after simulating in a POPC lipid bilayer for 100 ns (Figure 64). RMSD and DSSP
analysis were carried out.

Figure 64. Snapshots of the repeat-swapped inward-facing model of NorM (left)
and the model after 100 ns of AT MD simulation (right). TM1 is in
green, TM2 in blue, TM7 in yellow and TM8 in red. The rest of the
TM are in cyan. The two grey lines represent the POPC lipid bilayer.

5.4.2

Stability of the Repeat-swapped Model

RMSD was used to calculate the structural drift from the initial starting
structure of NorM_VC over the three simulations to determine the stability of
the repeat-swapped inward-facing model. In the three simulations, the RMSD
values reached plateau value of ~0.5 nm after ~20 ns (Figure 65). Despite the
RMSD reached similar values after 100 ns of simulations, there is not enough
evidence to suggest the structures of inward-facing model are falling into
similar conformational space in each of the simulations. Thus, frame-to-frame
RMSD analysis of the proteins were carried out and revealed the overall threedimensional

architecture

of

the

inward-facing
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conformational drift (Figure 66), suggesting the repeat-swapped inward-facing
model may have more than one energetically favoured state.

Figure 65. Cα RMSD of the NorM_VC repeat-swapped inward-facing model.

Figure 66. Frame-to-frame Cα RMSD graph showing the difference in the
conformations of NorM_VC repeat-swapped inward-facing model in
(A) simulations IF_NorM_VC_v1 against v2, (B) IF_NorM_VC_v1
against v3 and (C) IF_NorM_VC_v2 against v3. Colour scheme for the
RMSD is indicated at the bottom of figure.
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In addition, the secondary structures of the inward-facing model was evaluated
using the DSSP code [197] and results showed the TMs retained their α-helical
conformation throughout the simulations (Figure 67).

Figure 67. DSSP plots showing the protein secondary structure in (A)
IF_NorM_VC_v1, (B) IF_NorM_VC_v2, (C) IF_NorM_VC_v3. Colour
scheme for different secondary structures are indicated at the
bottom of the figure.
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5.5

Future Work

A reasonable inward-facing model of NorM_VC was successfully created using
the inverted-topology repeat-swapped method. AT MD simulations have shown
that the structure of the inward-facing protein model did not fall apart and the
analysis provided evidence that the model is stable in terms of secondary
structure. Although the frame-to-frame RMSD analysis showed the model was
still undergoing conformational drift after 100 ns (Figure 66), it is important to
consider the limitation of this study with the short timescale of the MD
simulations (<100 ns) as the primary factor. Longer simulations would improve
the sampling of the protein conformational dynamics. In addition, the
resolution of the X-ray crystal structure of NorM_VC (>3.5 Å) did not help as
the poor resolution adds uncertainty to the architecture of the crystal structure
and this would have impact on the structure of the created inward-facing
model.

Despite these limitations, the model created is encouraging and further
analysis needs to be carried out to validate the model. Possible future work
includes probing the solvent accessible pathway to ensure the central cavity or
the cation-binding site of the inward-facing model is open to the cytoplasmic
side of the membrane. Secondly, the stability of the model can be further
verified by testing in different simulation force fields. Finally, in a previous
simulation study on a Na+-benzylhydantoin transporter, Mhp1, which consists
of an outward- and inward-facing structure and is believed to follow an
alternating access mechanism from the outward-facing to the inward-facing
structure for the release of Na+ ion and benzylhydantoin into the cytoplasm. A
method

called

Dynamics

Importance

Sampling

(DIMS)

MD

[226]

was

successfully employed to simulate the proposed conformational change of
Mhp1 from the outward-facing conformation through the occluded state to the
inward-facing structure. Thus, hopefully with the inward-facing model of
NorM_VC being validated, the mechanism of conformational change from the
outward-facing to the inward-facing conformation of NorM MATE transporter
can be discovered using DIMS MD.
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